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Operando spectroscopies and heterogeneous olefin polymerization catalysis: 
A rare marriage with a lot of potential beyond usual understanding 
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A B S T R A C T   

This short review summarizes the main results achieved in the field of operando spectroscopies applied to het-
erogeneous catalysts for olefin polymerization. Following a chronological order, starting from the first spec-
troscopic measurements applied to the Phillips catalyst, the review retraces the main stages of this exciting story, 
reporting also some details on the experimental set-ups adopted from time to time, the difficulties encountered, 
the failures, and the solutions taken to address the problems. What emerges is a dynamic picture with still many 
unexplored potentialities, even though unfortunately limited to a few research groups systematically engaged in 
this field.   

1. Introduction 

1.1. Context and challenges 

Polyolefins (POs) are irreplaceable materials in every days life. The 
secret behind their success story lies in their extremely high versatility, 
both in terms of properties and applications [1–13]. Entangling just a 
single type of monomer (ethylene or propylene) it is possible to obtain 
thousands of different materials, with very different properties in terms 
of, e.g., crystallinity, chain regularity, morphology, and mechanical 
behaviour. This explains why, born as plastic commodities (especially in 
the packaging sector, enabling safe supply of food and medicine), today 
POs are increasingly used as lightweight engineering plastics for auto-
motive and architectural applications, textiles, rubbers, and for elec-
trical and thermal insulation. Opposite to the most common perception, 
POs meet the demand for sustainability [14–16]. When compared to 
other commonly used plastics, POs rank well in terms of adherence to 
green design principles, determined using metrics such as atom econ-
omy, mass from renewable sources, biodegradability, percent recycled, 
distance of furthest feedstock, price, life cycle health hazards and life 
cycle energy use. PO polymers exhibit 100% atom economy (i.e. their 
production does not generate waste), one among the highest rate of 
recycling, the lowest price, and negligible toxicity. More important, the 
life-cycle environmental impacts of POs production, assessed using Life 
Cycle Analysis (LCA) methodology, is the lowest among the most 

common plastics, with low greenhouse gas emissions (“carbon foot-
print”), low weight, and high versatility. This is entirely due to the 
highly energy-, resource- and atom- efficient processes which are used 
for their production. 

In particular, the key of such efficient production processes is 
constituted by the use of appropriate catalysts, belonging to three main 
classes: the heterogeneous Phillips and Ziegler-Natta catalysts, and the 
homogeneous molecular catalysts (based on metallocene complexes and 
analogues). The three classes of catalysts satisfy different needs of the 
market, and hence they should be considered complementary, rather 
than competing to each other. Olefin polymerization catalysts are 
probably the most efficient catalysts employed in the chemical industry, 
with turnover frequencies (TOFs) competing with the efficiency of en-
zymes optimized in thousands of years by Nature. Sufficient to say that 
these catalysts are so efficient that the minor amount of residues which 
remain inside the polymer do not need to be removed. As such, they 
represent a unique exception in industrial catalysis, because they are not 
recovered at the end of the reaction, but remain embedded in the pro-
duced polymer. This is guaranteed by the rapid and efficient fragmen-
tation of the catalysts particles during the polymerization reaction. 
Indeed, formation of solid polymer at the active sites of the catalyst 
induces a stress which cause the support to disintegrate into smaller 
fragments. Along this process, new active sites are continuously exposed 
to the incoming monomer. This prevents mass transfer limitation and 
pore blocking, and allows to sustain (or even increase) the catalyst 
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activity [17,18]. 
Despite nearly 80 years of history, POs are materials in constant 

evolution. Among the main challenges, there is the ability to control the 
molecular architecture (e.g. number and position of branching, stereo-
regularity, block copolymers etc.) and polymer morphology (structure of 
the granules, crystals, nanostructure). Moreover, extending the lifetime 
of POs, as well as introducing functional groups in the otherwise non 
polar polymer chains, would represent two real steps forward circularity 
in plastic economy, because it would allow POs to replace high perfor-
mance thermoplastic materials in many engineering applications. Ulti-
mately, this would allow the production of all-polyolefin composite 
materials, which is one of the key-point to enable a facile polymer 
recycling, by both mechanical and chemical routes [13,19]. 

These challenges can only be addressed by carefully working on the 
catalysts and the olefin polymerization technology. In particular, cata-
lysts for the polymerization of olefins are placed at the heart of POs 
production. Catalysts optimization requires the fundamental under-
standing of their physical-chemical properties, the elucidation of the 
active sites structure, the ability do discriminate between active, spec-
tator and dormant sites and the understanding of the intimate rela-
tionship between active sites, activator, monomer and growing polymer 
chains, to name just a few of the fundamental issues in this field. 
Potentially, operando spectroscopies can help in answering these ques-
tions. However, opposite to many other fields in heterogeneous catal-
ysis, the marriage between olefin polymerization catalysis and operando 
spectroscopies has been quite rare so far. Very few research groups in the 
world have systematically applied operando spectroscopies to the study 
of olefin polymerization catalysts. Some of the reasons behind this fact 
are summarized in the following.  

1. Need of a chemical activation. First of all, the active sites are generated 
upon activation of a precatalyst. Differently from the majority of 
heterogeneous catalysts, which are activated through a “simple” 
thermal activation in a well-defined atmosphere, olefin polymeri-
zation catalysts usually require a chemical activation, which may be 
achieved by the reaction with the olefins themselves or by the use of 
Al-alkyl activators (or their derivatives). In both cases, the main ef-
fect of the activation is the alkylation of the metal centre, generating 
a metal-alkyl bond which is considered the active site for olefin 
insertion. The problem is that this step is very delicate and harshly 
sensitive to the presence of moisture, quite difficult to be carried out 
in a research laboratory otherwise devoted to spectroscopic charac-
terization. On the other hand, researchers with competencies and 
skills for this kind of industrial plants and protocols usually do not 
have experience at all in spectroscopy. Bridging this gap is not 
straightforward and requires the development of dedicated experi-
mental set-ups. Measurements which are considered ordinary in 
many fields of catalysis are not so in this field and usually much more 
time and energy consuming.  

2. Poor stability of the active sites. The so generated active sites are 
extremely reactive and suffer for rapid deactivation, especially in the 
absence of the monomer and/or of the solvent. For example, the 
metal-alkyl bond originated by the reaction of the metal precursor 
with the Al-alkyl activator may rapidly undergo β-H elimination with 
the consequent formation of an inactive metal-hydride. Moreover, 
the metal is susceptible to over-reduction when the activator is used 
in large excess, which is however a common practice in a polymer-
isation reactor, where a fraction of the Al-alkyl acts as scavenger of 
moisture impurities, rather than as activator. This means that in most 
of the cases the activation of the precatalyst should be performed in 
stoichiometric amount and in the presence of the monomer or just 
before its entrance in the reactor, which are all additional compli-
cations from an experimental point of view.  

3. Scarce accessibility of the active sites. The active sites are often scarcely 
accessible, because they remain in interaction with the activator or 
its by-products. This is exemplified by the formation of ion-pairs 

between activated metallocene complexes and methylalumoxane 
(MAO) [5,20,21], but it is common also in Ziegler-Natta catalysis 
where the Al-alkyl chloride (or similar) by-products may remain in 
close proximity of the Ti-alkyl sites [22], and recently demonstrated 
to occur also for the Phillips catalyst (vide infra) [23,24]. The poor 
accessibility of the active sites makes the use of spectroscopy of 
(insertion) probe molecules much more challenging than for many 
other heterogeneous catalysts.  

4. The solid polymer remains at the catalyst surface. In the presence of the 
monomer, the catalyst particles are very rapidly embedded in the 
formed polymer, thus hiding the working catalytic sites from the 
spectroscopic measurement. As a matter of fact, while in the indus-
trial reactors the polymerization is so impetuous to induce the 
fragmentation of the catalyst particles (thus continuously exposing 
new catalytic sites to the reaction environment), in the spectroscopic 
cells the polymerization conditions are usually much milder and not 
sufficient to induce that fragmentation. Besides being detrimental for 
the catalyst activity, in most of the cases this represents a strong 
limitation for optical spectroscopies. As a matter of fact, the thick 
polymer layer surrounding the catalyst particles not only completely 
changes their scattering properties, but also masks the active sites, 
preventing (or at least limiting) their detection.  

5. Exothermicity of the reaction. Olefin polymerization is strongly 
exothermic. In an industrial polymerization reactor, the generated 
heat is removed through different technological solutions. However, 
this is not easy to be pursued in a reactor designed for spectroscopic 
measurements. As a consequence, the spectroscopic results may be 
affected by the rapid over-heating of the sample. A local temperature 
increase may cause the partial melting of the polymer layer around 
the catalyst particles, and consequently diffusion limitation for the 
incoming monomer. 

1.2. The concept of operando spectroscopy applied to olefin 
polymerization: a semantic issue 

Despite the difficulties discussed above, several examples of operando 
spectroscopies applied to heterogeneous olefin polymerization catalysts 
can be found in the literature. Before starting to summarize some of the 
main results achieved in this field, it is important to clarify what does 
operando approach mean in the field of olefin polymerization catalysis, 
and the difference with respect to in situ spectroscopic measurements. As 
a matter of fact, the use of the term operando referring to spectroscopic 
measurements on polymerization catalysts is quite controversial. 

According to the definition coined by Miguel Banares at the begin-
ning of 2000 [25–27], the operando methodology indicates that the 
catalyst characterization is performed under working conditions (as 
close as possible to the industrial reaction conditions) and is combined 
with simultaneous measurement of catalytic activity and/or selectivity. 
When activity is not evaluated, the term in situ is more appropriate. In 
the majority of cases, the reactants and products are in the gas phase, 
and normally the outlet product stream is monitored by gas chroma-
tography or mass spectrometry, so that conversion and/or selectivity 
can be determined simultaneously to the spectroscopic measurements. 
Clearly, this is not possible when the product is a solid, which does not 
leave the reaction cell but remains on the catalyst. In polymerization 
catalysis, the concepts of activity and selectivity themselves are different 
and more complex to be defined with respect to many other gas-phase 
catalytic processes. Activity is defined in terms of productivity, i.e. 
how many grams of polymer are produced per grams of catalyst per 
hour, rather than in terms of conversion. As far as selectivity is con-
cerned, it depends on the type of polymer. When referring to poly-
ethylene, the two most relevant parameters affecting the selectivity are 
the melt index, which reflects the average molecular weight of the 
polymer chains, and the polymer density, which is a function of its 
crystallinity degree. While for polypropylene, selectivity is usually 
referred to the isotacticity index, which indicates the fraction of isotactic 
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polymer and is usually measured by determining the fraction of the 
polymer insoluble in boiling heptane. 

These considerations imply that in olefin polymerization catalysis 
activity and selectivity cannot be evaluated with a single measurement, 
but require the adoption of different instrumentations, which are not 
compatible with the operando approach in its classical definition. Does 
this mean that it is not possible to perform operando spectroscopic 
measurements on these catalysts? This topic was a subject of debate at 
the recent 7th International Congress on Operando Spectroscopy congress at 
Grindelwald (CH), and the majority of the scientific community spoke in 
favour of the fact that the discriminating factor to define whether or not 
a spectroscopic measurement is operando, is the ability to monitor the 
formation of the product, i.e. the polymer, during the spectroscopic 
experiment: whenever the growing polymer product is quantified and/ 
or characterized during the spectroscopic measurement, then the 
experiment can be defined as operando. 

Potentially, both IR and DR UV-Vis-NIR spectroscopies applied to 
heterogenous olefin polymerization catalysts in the presence of the 
monomer might allow to quantify the growing polymer as a function of 
time, i.e. to obtain information on the polymerization rate. In fact, the 
vibrational manifestations of the growing polymer are easily distin-
guishable from the vibrations of the catalyst itself, both in the Mid-IR 
and in the Near-IR regions: monitoring the intensity of these bands as 
a function of time allows to determine the catalyst activity. On the other 
hand, the number and position of the bands characteristic of the polymer 
allows to characterize some of its properties, e.g. the crystallinity or the 
branching degree, which allow us to talk about selectivity. In particular, 
focusing on the simplest polyolefin (polyethylene), the catalyst “preci-
sion” is measured in terms of ability to provide specific molecular weight 
distribution and to incorporate comonomers in such a way to achieve an 
even distribution of short branching. Some of this information can be 
retrieved by the vibrational features of the growing polymer. Finally, a 
through analysis of the vibrational spectra collected during the poly-
merization might allow to detect reaction intermediates useful to 
highlight the reaction mechanism and eventually the occurrence of 
cooperative phenomena involving more than one type of active sites. 

As far as the reactor cells are concerned, the gap with respect to the 
industrial reactors is less pronounced than in many other fields in 
catalysis. Insertion olefin polymerization occurs at very mild conditions 
(atmospheric pressure and temperature below 100 ◦C), not so far from 
those achievable in spectroscopic reactors. On this basis, time-resolved 
IR and DR UV-Vis-NIR (and to some extent also X-ray absorption) ex-
periments performed on heterogeneous olefin polymerization catalysts 
in the presence of the monomer should be defined as operando without 
hesitation, just as experiments conducted on other types of heteroge-
neous catalysts, where not only the reactants but also the products are in 
the gas phase, and hence detectable outstream by analytical methods. 

1.3. Structure of the review 

In this review we will provide several examples of the potential of 
this operando spectroscopic approach applied to heterogenous olefin 
polymerization catalysts. According to the definition discussed above, 
we will focus the attention exclusively on spectroscopic data collected in 
the presence of the monomer and/or of the co-catalyst, while we will 
skip the multitude of results obtained through in situ spectroscopic 
methods. However, it is important to mention that in situ spectroscopic 
measurements, often performed in the presence of different types of 
probe molecules, as well as theoretical calculation, also played (and still 
play) a major role in the understanding of olefin polymerization cata-
lysts at a molecular level. 

The paper is organized according to a sort of chronological order. 
Chapter two is devoted to the Phillips catalyst, which was the first olefin 
polymerization catalyst to be investigated by means of operando spec-
troscopies, mainly due to the simplicity of the catalyst formulation. In 
Chapter 3 Al-alkyls, used as activators in the great majority of cases, 

enter the scene. It is thus the turn of operando spectroscopies applied to 
Ziegler-Natta (ZN) catalysts, where most of the successful stories regard 
the elucidation of the effects of the activator on the pre-catalysts. 
Chapter 4 is entirely dedicated to the potential of operando IR spec-
troscopy in determining the kinetics of olefin polymerization, in evalu-
ating the relative amount of accessible sites and their inherent ability in 
inserting the olefin monomer into the metal-alkyl bond. Finally, Chapter 
5 describes the role of operando IR spectroscopy in unravelling syner-
gistic phenomena occurring between different types of active sites in the 
same catalyst. The different experimental set-ups and strategies devel-
oped by different research groups are also briefly discussed in each 
chapter. Final remarks and perspectives are discussed in Chapter 6. 

2. Early stages of ethylene polymerization on the Phillips 
catalyst 

2.1. Ethylene polymerization mechanism on the CO-reduced Cr(II)/SiO2 
catalyst 

2.1.1. An historical challenge 
For many years after the onset of the operando concept, in the field of 

olefin polymerization catalysis operando spectroscopies were almost 
exclusively applied to the investigation of the Phillips catalyst, espe-
cially the CO-reduced one, where the chromium sites are in the Cr(II) 
reduced form [28–35]. In fact, this catalytic system is one of the few 
olefin polymerization catalyst that does not require the use of any 
Al-alkyl activator to develop activity in ethylene polymerization, but it is 
activated by ethylene itself in the first stages of the catalytic process. For 
the CO-reduced Cr(II)/SiO2 catalyst the ethylene polymerization reac-
tion occurs at very mild conditions (sub-atmospheric pressure of 
ethylene, room temperature or even below) almost without any induc-
tion time (typically required in the case of oxidized Cr(VI)/SiO2 cata-
lyst). For this reason, it can be monitored easily using standard 
spectroscopic cells, provided that they allow thermal treatments at high 
temperature (higher than 600 ◦C) in both oxidizing and reducing at-
mosphere, which is a necessary condition to activate correctly the 
catalyst, avoiding segregation of a fraction of the chromium sites in the 
form of inactive Cr2O3 particles (vide infra) [30,32,35]. According to the 
experience of the authors, quartz cells are by far the most reliable ones, 
whereas cells containing metallic components, including most of the 
commercially available cells for performing operando IR, UV-Vis and 
XAS spectroscopy, inevitably suffer of some drawbacks. 

Historically, one of the questions that mostly triggered the scientific 
community was the identification of the initiation mechanism of the 
ethylene polymerization [28–30,32,33,36]. Indeed, the highly diluted 
Cr(II) sites present at the surface of amorphous silica do not have any 
alkyl ligand, hence ethylene itself should be responsible for the forma-
tion of the first Cr-R active sites. Several mechanisms were proposed in 
the past to account for Cr(II) alkylation by ethylene (also called Cr(II) 
self-alkylation), which are strictly connected with the question on the 
nature of the chromium active sites and their oxidation state [30,33, 
37–50]. However, a clearcut identification of the key intermediates by 
operando spectroscopies is still missing. One of the main difficulties is the 
very small fraction of the active sites. Typically, the total amount of 
chromium does not exceed 1 wt%, but it is commonly accepted that only 
some percentage of the total chromium sites display activity, while the 
others behave, at best, as dormant sites [28–31]. This means that, 
whichever is the technique of choice to identify the active sites, it must 
be sensitive enough, but also “selective”, i.e. able to discriminate be-
tween active, inactive and/or dormant species [34,51]. 

2.1.2. Direct detection of Cr-alkyl key-intermediates by operando IR 
spectroscopy 

By far, operando IR spectroscopy has been the mostly used technique 
to address the challenge of detecting Cr-alkyl key intermediates in a 
direct way, with the purpose of validating and/or disproving the 
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initiation mechanism proposed in the literature. Fig. 1A shows the 
typical experimental set-up used in our laboratory, which was developed 
by Zecchina in the late 1960s and is still in use today, almost unaltered. 
The catalyst is placed inside a quartz cell equipped with KBr windows, 
which can be connected to a vacuum line system for sending ethylene, 
while simultaneously collecting the IR spectra. Prior the polymerization 
experiment, the catalyst is activated in the same cell, and no more 
exposed to moisture. The reaction can be performed in a variable tem-
perature range from -180 ◦C to room temperature and, with some 
modification of the cell, also up to 150 ◦C. IR spectroscopy is potentially 
able to discriminate between different Cr-alkyl key-intermediates on the 
basis of their vibrational properties, in particular in the region of CHx 
vibrational modes. The main obstacle is represented by the extremely 
rapid polymerization rate. According to Mc Daniel estimations, the 
typical TOF is as high as 5000 ethylene molecules inserted per site per 
second, that means that in 1 s a polymer chain as long as 104 CH2 units 
might be formed per each site [30]. This means that, even using 
sub-second acquisition times, the IR spectra are invariably dominated by 
the fingerprint of the already long polymer chains [32,51–55]. This is 
shown in B, which reports a sequence of IR spectra collected in only 15 s 
during ethylene polymerization at room temperature on a CO-reduced 
Cr(II)/SiO2 catalyst, in the v(CHx) spectral region. The two bands at 
about 2920 and 2850 cm-1, which constantly grow in intensity over 
time, are ascribed to the asymmetric and symmetric v(CH2) vibrational 
modes of PE, and no evidence of other absorption bands ascribable to 
shorter polymer chains and/or key-intermediates are observed, which is 
in agreement with the extremely high TOF values predicted by Mc 
Daniel [28–31]. 

In the attempt to freeze the key-intermediates formed during the 
early stages of the reaction, and to detect them by means of operando IR 
spectroscopy, two distinctly different approaches were pursued in the 
past. On one side, sequential small doses of ethylene were sent in the 
reaction cell [56]. This was useful to detect π-adsorbed ethylene on Cr 
(II) sites. These species, later on detected also by other authors, are 
relatively stable and hence not necessarily related to active sites only 
[55,57,58]. The second approach [55,59] consisted in lowering the 
polymerization rate. This is possible either by lowering the temperature, 
or by poisoning the catalyst, or by a combination of the two strategies. 
As an example, Fig. 1C shows a sequence of IR spectra collected starting 
from − 100 ◦C up to room temperature during the ethylene polymeri-
zation on a Cr(II)/SiO2 catalyst [55,59]. At the very beginning (i.e. at the 
lowest temperature, spectrum 1), the spectrum is dominated by the 

fingerprints of π-adsorbed ethylene on Cr(II) sites (band at 3004 cm-1) 
[58]. Upon increasing temperature, a series of “anomalous” bands are 
observed in the CHx stretching region (namely at 2965, 2931, 2915, 
2893 and 2861 cm-1), where the term “anomalous” indicates that they 
are not observed in the spectrum of polyethylene. These bands were 
assigned to the v(CH2) modes of small (CH2)n cycles on the chromium 
sites (also called metallacycles), characterized by a structural strain 
which gradually decreases with increasing ring dimension. Similar 
bands were observed also when ethylene polymerization was performed 
on a Cr(II)/SiO2 catalyst poisoned by CO, a molecule able to coordinate 
to the Cr(II) sites but less strongly than ethylene [59]. 

These ”anomalous” IR absorption bands were taken as a demon-
stration of the occurrence of the so called “metallacycle” initiation 
mechanism, a two-electron redox process during which Cr(II) is oxidized 
to Cr(IV) by oxidative addition of ethylene. A similar mechanism is well- 
documented for selective oligomerization of ethylene to α-olefins on 
homogeneous chromium complexes [60–62]. However, recent theoret-
ical calculation predicted unfeasibly high propagation barriers following 
this route [39–41]. This would suggest that Cr(IV)-metallacycle in-
termediates might be spectators rather than active species or that, once 
formed, chain propagation should occur following another mechanism 
and not the simple progressive enlargement of the metallacycle. Indeed, 
according to McGuinnes, chain propagation would follow the 
Cossee-Arlman mechanism [49]. In this respect, Scott and co-workers 
proposed that a Cr(IV)-cyclopentane may undergo a Cr− C bond ho-
molysis assisted by a second Cr(II) site at the silica surface [41]. This 
implies a neat-one electron redox process, during which the Cr 
(IV)-cyclopentane intermediate is reduced to a Cr(III)-butyl radical 
that immediately reacts with the second Cr(II), generating a Cr 
(III)-butyl-Cr(III) species. Mc Daniel and co-workers, instead, proposed 
that a Cr(IV)-cycloheptyl ring or similar species may undergo H-transfer 
either to the Cr(IV) site itself or to the coordinated ethylene to give a 
Cr-H or Cr-ethyl species, which then would act as starting group for the 
first polymer chain [50]. According to this second hypothesis, the 
oxidation state of the chromium sites does not change, and remains Cr 
(IV). 

2.1.3. Assessing the oxidation state of the chromium species by operando 
XANES and DR UV-Vis spectroscopies 

It is evident that the problem of the self-alkylation mechanism of Cr 
(II) sites by ethylene cannot be solved by operando IR spectroscopy alone 
and that it is strictly related to the assessment of the oxidation state of 

Fig. 1. Part A: Typical experimental set-up for performing operando IR spectroscopy during ethylene polymerization in the UNITO laboratories. The cell placed in 
the spectrophotometer is designed for measurements at variable temperature. Part B: Sequence of operando IR spectra, in the v(CHx) region, collected every second 
during ethylene polymerization at room temperature on a CO-reduced Cr(II)/SiO2 catalyst. [54] Part C: The same as in part B, for ethylene polymerization performed 
at variable temperature, from − 100 ◦C to room temperature (from spectrum 1 to 26), in order to decrease the reaction rate and hence increasing the probability to 
detect key intermediates. [59]. The bands labelled with asterisks in Parts B and C are associated to gaseous ethylene. 
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the active chromium species, which is probably the most debated topic 
on this catalyst at present time [33]. UV-Vis and XANES spectroscopies 
have been probably the mostly used techniques to answer to this ques-
tion, even though interpretation of results has been (and still is) object of 
discussion. Perhaps the first Cr K-edge XAS data on CO-reduced Cr 
(II)/SiO2 catalysts were reported by Weckhuysen and co-workers in the 
late 1995 [63]. It was only ten years later that we performed the first, 
pioneering, operando Cr K-edge XANES experiment during ethylene 
polymerization on a CO-reduced Cr(II)/SiO2 catalyst [64]. The experi-
ment was accomplished on a 4 wt% Cr-loaded catalyst in order to allow 
measurements in transmission mode. The catalyst was placed in the 
form of self-standing pellet inside a stainless steel home-made cell (inset 
in Fig. 2A), allowing thermal treatments to be performed only up to 
500 ◦C. At that time, this experimental set-up was at the state of the art 
in the field [65]. However, the combination of all these factors (chro-
mium loading higher than 1 wt%, activation temperature lower than 
600 ◦C, metallic cell) led to a poorly activated catalyst, which contained 
a relevant fraction of inactive Cr2O3 clusters beside the desired highly 
uncoordinated Cr(II) sites. This is evident by looking to the XANES 
spectrum collected before ethylene polymerization (spectrum 1 in 
Fig. 2A), which contains not only the spectroscopic fingerprint of the 
uncoordinated Cr(II) sites (shoulder at 5995 eV on the rising edge), but 
also those of clustered Cr2O3 (band at 5990 eV in the pre-edge and at 
6008 eV in the white-line region). After ethylene polymerization at 
100 ◦C (spectrum 2 in Fig. 2A), the band ascribed to Cr(II) sites de-
creases in intensity (without disappearing), demonstrating their 
involvement in the reaction. However, it was not possible to obtain 
relevant information on the local structure and oxidation state of the 
active chromium species, because of the copresence of Cr2O3 clusters. 
Even greater problems were faced by the same authors some years later 
when attempting a similar experiment in RefleXAFS mode on a planar 
model of the Phillips catalyst, in collaboration with the group of P. 
Thune [66]. 

Even though Cr K-edge XANES spectra of similar or even better 
activated Cr(II)/SiO2 catalysts were published in the successive years 
[67,68], it was only almost fifteen years later [33] that a similar 
ethylene polymerization experiment was performed on a 1 wt% 
CO-reduced Cr(II)/SiO2 catalyst (Fig. 2B), using a quartz capillary with a 

diameter of 1.5 mm as polymerization reactor, which was connected to a 
gas manifold allowing to flow different gas mixtures. At the outcome of 
the capillary, a mass spectrometer allowed to detect eventual gaseous 
reaction by-products (inset in Fig. 2B). The beam was vertically focused 
in order to fit the 1.5 mm capillary, and only 4 mm of sample in the 
capillary direction were accessible to the X-rays beam to guarantee 
sample homogeneity (for a total of 1.5 ×4.0 mm beam size). This 
experimental set-up allowed the collection of quick-XANES spectra in 
fluorescence mode in about 12 min, as a compromise between 
time-resolution and signal-to-noise ratio [69]. The use of a quartz 
reactor, coupled with the low chromium loading, allowed to properly 
activate the Cr(II)/SiO2 catalyst, achieving 100% of highly uncoordi-
nated Cr(II) sites. 

The spectrum of the Cr(II)/SiO2 sample before ethylene polymeri-
zation (spectrum 1 in Fig. 2B) is distinctly different from that reported in 
Fig. 2A, with a remarkably intense shoulder around 5995 eV, assigned to 
a Cr(1 s)→Cr(4pz) transition and thus considered the fingerprint of 
isolated Cr(II) sites [67,70], and with no evidences of Cr2O3 clusters. 
During ethylene polymerization at room temperature, the spectra 
gradually evolve from that characteristic of Cr(II) species to a final 
spectrum corresponding to more oxidized sites (from spectrum 3 to 5 in 
Fig. 2B). In particular: i) the edge shifts at higher energy (from 6000 to 
6002.5 eV, evaluated at the maximum of the derivative signals); ii) the 
shoulder at 5995 eV decreases in intensity and is gradually substituted 
by a new peak at 5993 eV, accounting for a total intensity of about 0.2 
(in normalized absorption units). The observation of a pre-edge peak 
with non negligible intensity in the spectra of the sample during 
ethylene polymerization suggests that at least a fraction of the chro-
mium sites have a symmetry characterized by an almost complete 
absence of the inversion centre. The occurrence of ethylene polymeri-
zation was testified not only by a change in the color of the sample (from 
light blue to white), but also by the observation that a successive 
re-activation treatment in oxygen at 650 ◦C produced CO and CO2 in 
large amount, as detected by mass spectrometry. To date, this is prob-
ably the most elegant operando Cr K-edge XANES experiment performed 
during ethylene polymerization on a Cr(II)/SiO2 catalyst. However, this 
experiment alone is scarcely informative on the nature of the active 
species, due to the well-known intrinsic difficulty of the method to 

Fig. 2. Part A. Pioneering Cr K-edge XANES spectra of a CO-reduced 4 wt% Cr(II)/SiO2 catalyst before (spectrum 1) and after (spectrum 2) ethylene polymerization 
at 100 ◦C. [64]. The inset shows a scheme of the cell employed for operando XAS experiments in transmission mode at BM08 beamline at ESRF (Grenoble, F). Part B: 
Operando Cr K-edge XANES spectra collected twenty years later on a CO reduced 1 wt% Cr(II)/SiO2 catalyst (spectrum 1) and of the same sample during ethylene 
polymerization at room temperature (from spectrum 2 to 5). [33]. The inset shows a picture of the experimental set-up for operando XAS measurements in fluo-
rescence mode at BM23 beamline at ESRF (Grenoble, F), where the reactor is a quartz capillary. 
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decouple the influence of the coordination geometry, oxidation state 
and type of ligands on the electronic properties of a transition metal [70, 
71]. 

For several decades and even before the onset of the operando 
approach, also UV-Vis spectroscopy has played a major role in investi-
gating the properties of the grafted chromium species on both oxidized 
and CO-reduced Cr(II)/SiO2 catalysts, in the latter case also coupled 
with the use of probe molecules to understand the accessibility of the Cr 
(II) sites [32–35,63,72–78]. However, quite curiously, examples where 
UV-Vis spectroscopy is applied in operando conditions, i.e. during 
ethylene polymerization, are quite rare. One of the first experiments of 
this type is reported in Fig. 3A [37]. The experiment was performed in 
transmission mode on a 0.5 mol% Cr(II)/SiO2 monolith (calcined at 
500 ◦C, followed by CO reduction at 350 ◦C) inside a closed cell 
equipped with sapphire windows (inset in Fig. 3A). As already discussed 
above, these are not optimal conditions for catalysts activation (i.e., 
temperature lower than 600 ◦C and metallic cell). The spectrum of the 
catalyst (spectrum 1 in Fig. 3A) is characterized by two peculiar bands at 
770 nm (13000 cm-1, ε = 2240 M-1 cm-1) and at 1229 nm (8150 cm-1, 
ε = 354 M-1 cm-1), which were ascribed to d-d transitions of low sym-
metry Cr(II) sites [37]. The catalyst was then exposed to sequential 
ethylene pulses at 1 atm and 80 ◦C and UV-Vis spectra were collected at 
each pulse, following a strategy similar to that employed years before for 
IR spectroscopy. After interaction with ethylene, the two 
above-mentioned bands disappear in favour of two resolved but strongly 
overlapping bands at 676 nm (14800 cm-1, 1240 M-1 cm-1) and 463 nm 
(21600 cm-1, 1570 M-1 cm-1), which were assigned to Cr(III) species 
with a symmetry lower than octahedral [37]. The assignment was 
corroborated by a complementary EPR experiment, which highlighted 
the formation of Cr(III) species. The two experimental observations 
together were considered as a proof that Cr(III) are the active species in 
ethylene polymerization. However, it is important to notice that in the 
adopted experimental conditions, only organo-Cr(III) species were 
formed (an average C/Cr ratio = 1.9 ± 0.2 was estimated by elemental 
analysis). Even considering that only a fraction of the chromium sites are 
active, this value does not account for the formation of PE chains. Hence, 
the UV-Vis spectra reported in Fig. 3A might be of scarce significance for 
the active species, while they are more probably representative of 
catalyst deactivation, which is likely to occur in defect of monomer. 

On the other hand, Fig. 3B shows the results of a similar UV-Vis 
experiment performed in diffuse reflectance (DR) mode on a Cr(II)/ 
SiO2 catalyst in the form of powder inside a quartz reactor optimized for 

reflectance measurements, working in this case in “batch conditions” 
[33]. Before interaction with ethylene, the catalyst was light blue in 
colour (inset in Fig. 3B) and its UV-Vis spectrum (spectrum 1 in Fig. 3B) 
is similar, but not the same, as that reported in Fig. 3A, with the two d-d 
bands slightly red-shifted at 830 and 1350 nm (ca. 12000 and 
7500 cm-1), an intense band at 335 nm (about 30000 cm-1, assigned to 
O→Cr charge-transfer transition), which was out from the measured 
range in Fig. 3A. These differences are due to the different thermal 
history of the two catalysts: calcination at higher temperature (650 vs. 
500 ◦C) is known to favour the formation of more under coordinated Cr 
(II) sites [80]. Therefore, the energy position of the d-d bands is strongly 
influenced by the coordination geometry: lower the metal coordination, 
lower the energy of the transition. Afterwards, as soon as ethylene in-
teracts with the catalyst, the powder turns from light blue to dark blue; 
correspondingly, in the DR UV-Vis spectrum (spectrum 2 in Fig. 3B), the 
fingerprints of highly under coordinated Cr(II) sites immediately up-
ward shift. Although the spectral behaviour is similar to that observed in 
Fig. 3A, the interpretation was sensibly different. In particular, the up-
ward shift of the d-d bands was taken as a straightforward indication 
that the coordination sphere around the Cr(II) sites is expanded due to 
π-adsorbed ethylene. Two independent experimental observations were 
in favour of this interpretation: 1) a very similar DR UV-Vis spectrum 
was obtained upon exposing the same sample to cyclohexene, a cyclic 
olefin that can only coordinate to the Cr(II) sites, without polymerizing 
[23,81]; 2) no evidences for Cr(III) formation were obtained in a com-
plementary operando EPR experiment, despite the extremely high 
sensitivity of the technique towards Cr(III) species [79]. Opposite to the 
previous case, the occurrence of ethylene polymerization was demon-
strated by the appearance of sharp bands in the NIR region of the spectra 
(Fig. 3B), attributed to the overtones and combinations of the funda-
mental CH2 vibrational modes. During the polymerization, the powder 
rapidly becomes white (inset in Fig. 3B), and correspondingly the whole 
UV-Vis spectrum decreases in intensity (spectra 3 and 4), preventing the 
detection of the spectroscopic features associated to the active chro-
mium species. This frustrating observation was ascribed to the scattering 
of visible light by the combination catalyst + polymer [23,33]. As a 
matter of fact, neither the polymer nor the catalyst are white in colour. 

In conclusion, neither XAS nor UV-Vis operando spectroscopies, 
alone, are able to provide a definite answer on the oxidation state of the 
active chromium sites in the Phillips catalyst, but both of them are able 
to identify the fingerprints of the chromium species involved in ethylene 
polymerization. 

Fig. 3. Part A: UV-Vis spectra collected in transmission mode on a CO-reduced Cr(II)/SiO2 monolith before (spectrum 1) and after (spectrum 2) exposure to 
sequential ethylene pulses at 80 ◦C. The inset shows a picture of the cell employed for the measurements [37]. Part B: DR UV-Vis spectra of a CO-reduced Cr(II)/SiO2 
sample before (spectrum 1) and after (from spectrum 2 to 4) exposure to an excess of ethylene at room temperature. A picture of the sample before and after ethylene 
polymerization is shown in the inset. [33,79]. 
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2.2. The induction time during ethylene polymerization on the oxidized Cr 
(VI)/SiO2 catalyst 

Another question that had triggered the scientific community since 
the discovery of the Phillips catalyst is what happens in the polymeri-
zation reactor during the so called “induction time”, that is the time 
during which the oxidized Cr(VI)/SiO2 system is reduced by ethylene (at 
a temperature of 80 – 110 ◦C) to give reduced chromium intermediates 
and some oxidation byproducts. The two main subjects of debate have 
been the type of byproducts and the nature of the reduced chromium 
sites, in terms of molecular structure, oxidation state, and local geom-
etry. The main experimental difficulty in answering to these questions is 
the fact that ethylene acts simultaneously as reducing agent and 
monomer, hence the reduction of the Cr(VI) sites occurs almost simul-
taneously to the onset of polymerization [28–31,82,83]. 

For what concerns the ethylene oxidation byproducts, formaldehyde 
has been long claimed as the most probable one on the basis of chemical 
intuition [36,84–88]. However, direct experimental observation of 
formaldehyde was rare. Only in recent times, on the basis of thermog-
ravimetric and calorimetric measurements, Mc Daniel and collaborators 
hypothesized the possibility that other oxygenated byproducts can be 
formed (such as ketones, aldehydes, carboxylates or esters) and, even 
more important, that under commercial polymerization conditions these 
oxygenates may be retained by the catalyst, remaining in the chromium 
coordination sphere [82]. The first (and probably unique so far) spec-
troscopic evidence on the nature and location of the ethylene oxidation 
byproducts was provided a few years later, by combining operando IR, 
XANES, UV-Vis and EPR spectroscopies [23,33,79,89]. Fig. 4 reproduces 
the DR UV-Vis and IR results, while discussion of XANES and EPR 
spectra can be found in the original works. 

The sequence of operando DR UV-Vis spectra of Cr(VI)/SiO2 collected 
at 150 ◦C in presence of ethylene (Fig. 4A-A’’) reveals the existence of 
two temporal regimes. Initially (spectra 1–10), the spectroscopic fin-
gerprints of the monochromate species (bands at ca. 28000 and 
21500 cm-1, assigned to O→Cr(VI) charge-transfer transitions) slowly 
decrease in intensity, and simultaneously two peculiar d-d bands appear 
at 16700 and 9500 cm-1 (Fig. 4A’’), which were ascribed to 6-fold co-
ordinated Cr(II) sites. PE is formed only at a later stage (spectra 11–18), 
as revealed by looking to the NIR region (Fig. 4A’). During the poly-
merization, not only the remaining fraction of Cr(VI) sites is further 
reduced, but also the two d-d bands characteristic for 6-fold coordinated 

Cr(II) intermediates disappear, unambiguously indicating that these 
sites are rapidly embedded into the growing polymer and hence 
involved in the polymerization reaction. 

As far as the nature of the by-products is concerned, further insights 
were provided by operando IR spectroscopy. A representative sequence 
of IR spectra collected in conditions analogous to those of Fig. 4A-A’ is 
reported in Fig. 4B-B’. The spectra are reported after subtraction of that 
collected prior the entrance of ethylene in the reaction cell. At the very 
beginning of the reaction (spectra 1–3), when PE is not yet formed but 
chromate species start to be reduced, absorption bands are observed in 
both the v(CHx) region (Fig. 4B) and in the 1750 − 1300 cm− 1 range 
(Fig. 4B’), which cannot be attributed to PE, but rather to the byproducts 
of ethylene oxidation in interaction with the reduced Cr(II) sites. In 
particular, the band at 1585 cm-1 and its shoulder at higher frequency 
are particularly intense, which unambiguously indicates that they are 
due to functional groups with high extinction coefficients (such as 
organic carbonyls, formates, and others). Complementary measure-
ments indicated that the most accredited byproduct is methylformate 
[23], which originates from disproportion of two formaldehyde mole-
cules at the same Cr(II) site [90]. Depending on the coordination mode, 
the v(C––O) band of methylformate can contribute at slightly different 
position, but always largely red-shifted with respect to the unperturbed 
molecule (1720 cm-1) due to the strong Lewis acid nature of the reduced 
chromium sites. On the basis of the literature of methylformate adsorbed 
on other systems [91,92], the band at 1585 cm-1 is attributed to meth-
ylformate ligated to the Cr(II) sites in a bidentate fashion. At longer 
reaction times (spectra 4–7), simultaneously to the reduction of the 
remaining Cr(VI) species, ethylene polymerization also takes place, as 
evidenced by the appearance of intense absorption bands in the v(CH2) 
and δ(CH2) spectral regions (at 2920 and 2850 cm-1 and at 1470 cm-1, 
respectively). Concurrently, in the 1750 − 1300 cm− 1 range, a new 
band appears around 1650 cm-1, which is attributed to methylformate 
ligated to the reduced chromium sites through the C––O moiety in a 
monodentate fashion. The relative intensity between the two bands at 
1585 and 1650 cm-1, i.e. the relative fraction between bidentate and 
monodentate methylformate species, changes with time. In particular, 
the monodentate species become progressively favoured as soon as the 
polymer grows (likely because of the increasing steric hindrance of the 
growing chains). These data demonstrate that the oxygenated 
by-products remain in the chromium coordination sphere also during 
ethylene polymerization, and are characterized by a flexible behaviour, 

Fig. 4. Part A: Time evolution of the DR UV-Vis spectra of Cr(VI)/SiO2 in presence of ethylene at 150 ◦C. From spectrum 1 to 10: induction time; from 11 to 18: 
polymerization. The inset shows a magnification of the NIR region where appear the vibrational features of PE. Part A’: the same as part A, magnified in the region 
characteristic for the d-d transitions of reduced Cr(II) intermediates. Reproduced from Refs. [23,33]. Part B: Time evolution of the IR spectra of Cr(VI)/SiO2 in 
presence of ethylene at 150 ◦C. The colour code is the same as in part A. The spectra are shown after subtraction of the spectrum of the catalyst prior interaction with 
ethylene. Part B’: the same as part B in the region characteristic of the vibrations of the oxygenated byproducts. Unpublished spectra that reproduced the conditions 
of Ref. [23]. 
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which is influenced by the presence of the polymer in the surroundings 
[24]. 

Interestingly, a few years later similar IR and DR UV-Vis operando 
experiments were performed during photo-activation, i.e. during irra-
diation with UV− Vis light, demonstrating that Cr(VI)/SiO2 undergoes 
photo-reduction by ethylene already at room temperature, followed by 
rapid polymerization [93]. Fig. 5 summarizes the main results. The 
experiment was performed by using a Newport 500 W Hg(Xe) arc lamp 
for UV-Vis irradiation. During the IR measurements, the radiation was 
focused on the sample using an aspherical fibre bundle focusing as-
sembly and a large core liquid light guide, which allowed to collect the 
IR spectra during continuous UV-Vis irradiation. For the DR UV-Vis 
measurements, instead, the radiation was not focused, in order to 
maximize the number of photons reaching the sample, and the mea-
surements were performed sequentially to the irradiation steps. 

The DR UV-Vis spectrum of Cr(VI)/SiO2 rapidly changes upon UV- 
Vis irradiation in the presence of ethylene (Fig. 5A-A’’), following a 
two-step process similar to that discussed above for the thermal reduc-
tion by ethylene. After less than 50 s of irradiation (from spectrum 1 to 
3), the absorption bands associated to the monochromate species (28000 
and 21500 cm-1) decrease in intensity, simultaneously to the appearance 
of the two bands at ca. 16700 and 9500 cm-1 characteristic for 6-fold 
coordinated Cr(II) species. During this step no ethylene polymeriza-
tion occurs (Fig. 5A’). Later on (spectra 4–7), ethylene polymerization 
starts and efficiently proceeds for longer irradiation times (inset in 
Fig. 5A). However, as soon as the catalyst is embedded into the polymer, 
the DR UV-Vis spectra decrease in intensity and the fingerprints of the 
active chromium species disappear, as already discussed above. 

Fig. 5B and B’ shows the results obtained during a complementary 
operando IR experiment. During the first minute of UV-Vis irradiation, a 
series of IR absorption bands appear in the ν(CHx) stretching region 
(Fig. 5B) and in the 1750 − 1300 cm− 1 range (Fig. 5B’), which are 
attributed to the byproducts of ethylene oxidation in interaction with 
the reduced chromium sites. The spectra are much more complex than 
those collected during the thermal reduction of Cr(VI)/SiO2 by ethylene. 
Beside methylformate coordinated to the Cr(II) sites in both mono-
dentate (1650 cm-1) and bidentate (1585 cm-1) modes, also ethylene 
oxide coordinated to partially oxidized Cr(IV)=O species can be detec-
ted (the most recognizable band is the one at 3030 cm-1) [94]. Ethylene 
polymerization starts after ca. 2 min of continuous UV-Vis irradiation 
and proceeds in the presence of both types of oxidized byproducts. 
Interestingly, the absorption bands assigned to methylformate keep on 

growing also during ethylene polymerization. This indicates that the 
polymerization rapidly starts at a few highly reducible chromium sites, 
while other sites are less reducible and start later. 

The data summarized in Fig. 5 demonstrate that UV-Vis light effi-
ciently triggers ethylene polymerization on the Cr(VI)/SiO2 catalyst 
already at room temperature. During the induction time two types of 
oxidized byproducts have been detected by operando IR spectroscopy: 
methylformate and ethylene oxide, the latter not observed during the 
thermally induced ethylene polymerization. It was suggested that this is 
due to the specific photoactivation mechanism for Cr(VI), which in-
volves a single oxygen removal per time passing through the formation 
of a CrV(=O)(O− )* excited state. Once more, the fundamental role of 
operando IR spectroscopy in recognizing the by-products of ethylene 
oxidation is clear, while operando DR UV-Vis spectroscopy is necessary 
to demonstrate that the oxidation by-products remain in the coordina-
tion sphere of the chromium sites during the onset of the polymerization 
reaction. 

3. A step further: operando spectroscopies in the presence of Al- 
alkyl activators 

3.1. Genesis of the active sites in MgCl2-based Ziegler-Natta catalysts 

3.1.1. Pioneering operando studies on model ZN catalysts 
Much later than the first operando studies on the Phillips catalysts, we 

witnessed the appearance in the literature of spectroscopic data 
collected in the presence of aluminum alkyls. This was not only a 
consequence of an improvement in the experimental set-ups, but also of 
an increased awareness of the researchers expert in spectroscopy on the 
main questions of interest in the field of industrial polymerization 
catalysis. The possibility to manipulate with confidence Al-alkyls 
opened the door to the application of operando spectroscopies also to 
other heterogeneous olefin polymerization catalysts, in particular to the 
Ziegler-Natta ones. Two main experimental strategies have been 
developed so far for reacting the pre-catalyst powder with the Al-alkyl 
activator during an operando spectroscopic experiment. The first one 
consists in injecting the desired amount of activator (to attain a specific 
Al/metal ratio) in an inert flow which passes through the sample. The 
second method, instead, consists in a classical impregnation of the pre- 
catalyst powder with the Al-alkyl in a solvent (typically hexane or 
similar) performed in a glove-box before starting the spectroscopic 
measurement. Both methods have pros and cons. The former has the 

Fig. 5. Part A: Evolution of the DR UV-Vis spectra of Cr(VI)/SiO2 in presence of ethylene at room temperature upon irradiation with UV-Vis light for increasing time. 
From spectrum 1 to 3: induction time; from spectrum 4 to 7: polymerization. Part A’: shows a magnification of the NIR region where appear the vibrational features of 
PE. Part A’’: the same as part A, magnified in the region characteristic for the d-d transitions of reduced Cr(II) intermediates. Part B: Time evolution of the IR spectra 
of Cr(VI)/SiO2 in presence of ethylene at room temperature upon continuous irradiation with UV-Vis light. The colour code is the same as in part A. The spectra are 
shown after subtraction of the spectrum of the catalyst prior interaction with ethylene. Part B’: the same as part B in the region characteristic of the vibrations of the 
oxygenated byproducts. Both parts are reproduced from Ref. [93]. 
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advantage that the reaction of the pre-catalyst with the activator occurs 
directly in the spectroscopic cell, and can be instantaneously monitored 
by spectroscopy; while in the second case a short time interval passes 
before the measurement, i.e. the time necessary to transfer the activated 
catalyst in the reaction cell, extract the cell from the glove-box and 
position it in the spectrophotometer. On the contrary, when the acti-
vation occurs in flow, the control of the Al/metal stoichiometry is more 
crucial: a fraction of the Al-alkyl may act as scavenger and not as acti-
vator and, depending on the experimental set-up, only a fraction of the 
catalyst powder can effectively react with it, resulting in an altered or 
not homogenous Al/metal ratio. In this respect, the impregnation 
method guarantees that all the activator reacts with the pre-catalyst and 
the persistence of the solvent in the catalyst pores prevents possible fast 
deactivation, which is usually enhanced in dry conditions. 

The first works reporting operando measurements on ZN systems date 
back to the late 2000s, when Thune and co-workers developed a realistic 
flat model system for MgCl2-based ZN catalysts [95–99], similar to that 
previously employed to mimic the Phillips catalyst [100–109]. The 
synthesis method involved the spin-coating of a MgCl2 solution in 
ethanol (with or without electron donor organic compounds, industri-
ally used as additives to modulate the catalytic performance), either on a 
flat silicon wafer or directly on the ZnSe crystal used for operando 
ATR-IR measurements (as reported in Fig. 6A), followed by treatment 
with TiCl4. In the case of ATR-IR measurements, the ATR crystal is 
successively assembled into a flow cell in inert conditions and finally 
transferred to the IR spectrophotometer. Then, a solution of triethyla-
luminum (TEAl) in benzene is saturated with ethylene and flowed 
through the ATR cell, allowing to monitor in real-time the surface 
chemistry of the activated catalyst during olefin polymerization. This 
experimental approach allowed also to perform a morphologic study at 
the nanometre scale of the catalyst and of the nascent polymer at each 
stage of catalyst preparation and polymerization, using electron and 
scanning probe microscopy. 

Fig. 6B shows the ATR-IR spectra, in the v(CH2) region, collected as a 
function of time during ethylene polymerization on such ZN model 
catalyst [98]. The observation of the two bands diagnostic for PE at 
about 2920 and 2850 cm-1 (the asymmetric and symmetric v(CH2) 
vibrational modes) demonstrates the progressive occurrence of the re-
action. Unfortunately, it was not possible to correlate the ATR spectra 
directly with the polymerization rate, because of intrinsic limitations 
due to the ATR acquisition mode (e.g. the penetration depth of the 
evanescent ATR wave depends on the refraction index of the material 
that is not constant through the whole spectroscopic interval). Never-
theless, this experiment had a pioneering character and demonstrated 

the feasibility of operando spectroscopic measurements also in the 
presence of Al-alkyl activators. 

A step-by-step approach similar to that discussed above was devel-
oped later on also by other groups, including ours, to monitor each step 
of the synthesis of several MgCl2-based ZN catalysts by combining a 
series of structural and spectroscopic methods in operando conditions 
[110–117]. Even though in the industrial practice most of the reactions 
take place all at once within the same reactor, these measurements were 
fundamental to highlight the occurrence of intermediate transitions that 
could not have been detected otherwise, but are crucial for the final 
composition of the catalysts. Some of the results achieved in this field 
are summarized in the next session. 

3.1.2. Attempts to elucidate the nature of the active sites by operando IR 
spectroscopy 

IR spectroscopy has been by far one of the most used experimental 
technique to investigate the coordination mode of the electron donors in 
ZN pre-catalysts [24,34,118–126]. In fact, electron donors usually 
contain functional groups strongly active in IR and particularly sensitive 
to both the adsorption site and adsorption mode. In contrast, it has been 
much less exploited to investigate the nature of the active sites generated 
after reaction of the precatalyst with the Al-alkyl activator. Fig. 7 il-
lustrates some of the difficulties encountered in this field. The investi-
gated system is a model ZN catalyst obtained through a controlled 
dealcholation of a MgCl2/MeOH precursor, followed by treatment in 
TiCl4 at 90 ◦C and subsequent activation by TEAl as co-catalyst at 25 ◦C 
[113]. All the steps of the synthesis were performed inside a Harrick 
Praying Mantis DRIFT accessory equipped with ZnSe windows and 
connected with a gas flow system, and monitored by operando IR spec-
troscopy. The absence of electron donors greatly simplifies the DRIFT 
spectrum of the precatalyst (spectrum 1 in Fig. 7A), which shows only a 
few absorption bands mainly related to a residual fraction of Mg and/or 
Ti-alkoxide species. Activation by TEAl was accomplished with the 
“flow” method, injecting a solution of TEAl and hexane in the nitrogen 
flow. The DRIFT spectrum is immediately saturated by the absorption 
bands of the hexane solvent (not shown), and only after flushing the 
system in N2 flow it is possible to appreciate new absorption bands in the 
v(CHx) (2950–2800 cm-1) and δ(CHx) (1500–1350 cm-1) regions, which 
are related to the vibrational modes of the alkyl chains deriving from 
TEAl (spectrum 2 in Fig. 7A). However, it is not possible to discriminate 
between alkylated TiClxRy species, AlRxCly byproducts, and unreacted 
AlR3, which likely coexist at the catalyst surface. Even less information 
on the molecular structure of the active sites can be retrieved by the 
successive part of the experiment, that is ethylene polymerization at 

Fig. 6. Part A: Schematic representation of the ATR-IR experimental set-up developed by Thune and co-workers for operando investigation of model ZN catalysts, 
both during the synthesis step, and during ethylene polymerization. Part B: operando ATR-IR spectra collected during ethylene polymerization on a model planar 
MgCl2-based ZN catalyst. Reproduced from Ref. [98]. 
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room temperature (20 mL/min, 25% of C2H4 in N2, from spectrum 3 
onwards in Fig. 7A). New absorption bands associated to PE grow very 
rapidly (the already discussed asymmetric and symmetric v(CH2) modes 
at 2920 and 2850 cm-1, and the δ(CH2) mode at 1470 cm-1), testifying 
the occurrence of the reaction. Unfortunately, the data cannot be used 
for quantitatively evaluate the polymerization kinetics. As a matter of 
fact, during the reaction the catalyst particles enormously increase in 
size, following the so called “replica effect”, according to which the 
polymer particles replicate the morphology of the catalyst particles, but 
with a bigger dimension [127–129]. The net effect is that the powder 
overflows from the sample holder (Fig. 7A’ and A’’), making the 
collection of spectra in DRIFT mode no more reliable, because the 
amount of sample probed by the IR beam is not constant during the 
experiment. 

Similar problems were encountered also during operando IR mea-
surements on a silica-supported ZN catalyst based on titanium and 
magnesium chloride tetrahydrofuranates [130], as shown in Fig. 7B. 
This type of catalyst was developed in the 1980 s at the Union Carbide 
Corporation to be used in the UNIPOL process for producing 
high-density PE [1131–133]. The precatalyst was prepared by reacting 
together Ti and Mg tetrahydrofuranate precursors in dry tetrahydro-
furan (THF), and impregnating with the resulting solution a dehy-
droxylated SiO2 under a controlled atmosphere. The IR spectra were 
collected in transmission mode on samples in the form of self-supporting 
pellets, in both Mid (Fig. 7B) and Far-IR (Fig. 7B’) regions, using an 

experimental set-up analogous to that described in Fig. 1A. The Mid-IR 
spectrum of the pre-catalyst (spectrum 1 in Fig. 7B) is dominated by the 
intense bands due to Si− O vibrational modes of the silica framework 
(1400 − 950 cm-1 region) and by their overtone modes 
(2100 − 1550 cm-1 region). In the v(OH) region, a broad band is 
observed at about 3425 cm− 1, which indicates the presence of a few OH 
species H-bonded to a Lewis base (either residual tetrahydrofuranate 
species or THF). The persistence of residual THF is testified by narrow 
absorption bands characteristic of THF vibrational modes (v(CH2) at 
3050 − 2800 cm-1, δ(CH2) at 1500 − 1300 cm-1, and δ(C-O-C) at 
1100 − 600 cm-1). In the Far-IR region the spectrum of the pre-catalyst 
(spectrum 1 in Fig. 7B’) shows several bands, ascribed to v(Mg-Cl) vi-
brations, similar to those observed in the spectrum of the magnesium 
tetrahydrofuranate precursor [134]. 

Addition of the Al-alkyl activator (in heptane as solvent) was per-
formed by “impregnation” method, and caused important changes in the 
Mid-IR region of the spectrum (spectrum 2 in Fig. 7B). First of all, the 
spectrum is completely flattened due to the fact that the pellet is wet and 
hence it does not scatter the IR light anymore. Second, it is dominated by 
the intense and out-of-scale vibrational modes associated to the alkyl 
chains of both the activator and the solvent, which prevents under-
standing the destiny of THF. In contrast, both the solvent and the acti-
vator do not contribute in the Far-IR region, where it is possible to 
observe the disappearance of the vibrational manifestation of the mag-
nesium tetrahydrofuranate precursor, and the appearance of absorption 
bands characteristic for a highly dispersed and disordered MgCl2 phase 
(spectrum 2 in Fig. 7B’). This experimental evidence clearly indicates 
that reaction with the Al-alkyl co-catalyst causes relevant structural 
rearrangements in the precatalyst, and promotes the formation of small 
and defective clusters of MgCl2, likely capped by both TiCl4 and THF (or 
its by-products). Similar conclusions were reached for analogous cata-
lysts not silica-supported [135–137]. Finally, the catalyst performances 
were monitored by means of operando IR spectroscopy. Deuterated 
ethylene was used, in order to discriminate the PE vibrational modes 
from the intense absorption bands due to the activator and the solvent. 
Also in this case, two v(CD2) bands characteristic for PE gradually grow 
as a function of time (at 2195 and 2089 cm-1), testifying the occurrence 
of the reaction. The kinetic of ethylene polymerization can be estimated 
by monitoring the intensity of these two bands as a function of time (vide 
infra), but no information at a molecular level on the nature of the active 
Ti sites can be extracted. 

The two examples summarized above and several others reported in 
the literature demonstrate that operando IR spectroscopy coupled with a 
step-by-step synthetic approach is useful to evidence the occurrence of 
structural transformation in ZN precatalyst upon reaction with the Al- 
alkyl activators, but alone does not help in elucidating the molecular 
structure of the active sites, because the spectral regions which might 
contain diagnostic IR absorption bands are often saturated by the 
intense absorptions due to the solvent and/or the activator itself. 
Operando IR spectra collected during olefin polymerization can be used 
to evaluate the catalytic activity of ZN catalysts, but quantitative anal-
ysis should be done with caution, depending on the acquisition mode 
and experimental set-up. 

3.1.3. Elucidating the electronic properties of the Ti active species by 
operando DR UV-Vis and XAS spectroscopies 

Opposite to the case of the Phillips catalyst, the mechanism of 
initiation of olefin polymerization on a ZN catalyst is generally well 
accepted, i.e. the Cossee-Arlman mechanism [138,139]. The role of the 
Al-alkyl activator is to reduce and alkylate the starting Ti(IV) sites to Ti 
(III)-R species, with the simultaneous creation of a coordination va-
cancy. Hence, there are no controversies on the oxidation state of the 
active Ti species, even though it is known that unreduced Ti(IV) species, 
as well as over-reduced Ti(II) ones, may coexist along with Ti(III) spe-
cies. Nevertheless, the heterogeneous nature and the complexity of the 
chemical composition in modern ZN catalysts, imply that the Ti(IV) sites 

Fig. 7. Part A: Operando DRIFT spectra collected during the reaction of a 
MgCl2/TiCl4 ZN pre-catalyst with TEAl (from spectrum 1 to spectrum 2), and 
successive ethylene polymerization (N2:C2H4 =75: 25, 20 mL/min, from spec-
trum 3 onward). The spectra were collected every minute for 10 min. Parts A’ 
and A’’: pictures of the catalyst within the Harrick Praying Mantis DRIFT cell 
before and after ethylene polymerization. [113]. Part B: Operando IR spectra 
collected in transmission mode during the reaction of a silica-supported ZN 
catalyst obtained from Mg and Ti tetrahydrofuranate precursors during reaction 
with TEAl (from spectrum 1 to spectrum 2), and successive polymerization of 
deuterated ethylene (from spectrum 3 onward). Part B’: Far-IR spectra of the 
same silica-supported precatalyst before (spectrum 1) and after reaction with 
TEAl (spectrum 2), vertically stacked for clarity. [130]. 
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in the precatalysts are generally not all the same, and their relative 
proportion may also differ from catalyst to catalyst. In particular, both 
the synthetic method and the type of the electron donors employed play 
a mayor role in affecting the location of the Ti(IV) sites on the MgCl2 
surface, as well as their electronic properties (e.g. electron density at the 
Ti sites) [140,141]. The nature of the Ti(IV) sites in the pre-catalysts, in 
turn, affects the properties of the active sites generated by the Al-alkyls 
in the catalysts. 

One of the method potentially useful to monitor the electronic 
properties of the titanium sites in ZN catalysts is UV-Vis spectroscopy. 
This is demonstrated in Fig. 8, which summarizes a series of results 
obtained with DR UV-Vis spectroscopy on different MgCl2-supported ZN 
catalysts, before and after reaction with the Al-alkyl activator. Three 
pre-catalysts belong to the class of the so called “mechanically acti-
vated” catalysts [122,144–149], and were obtained by ball-milling 
pristine MgCl2 with TiCl4, either in absence (bm/TiCl4, Fig. 8A), or in 
presence of electron donors (bm/EB/TiCl4 and bm/DE/TiCl4, Fig. 8B-C, 
where EB = ethylbenzoate and DE = 1,3-di-ether, specifically 2-isopro-
pyl-2-isopentyl-1,3-dimethoxypropane). The other three pre-catalysts, 
instead, belong to the “chemically activated” family of catalysts, 
because they were obtained via chemical routes, starting either from 
tetrahydrofuranate complexes of Mg and Ti (mgthf/TiCl4, Fig. 8D) [134, 
136,137,150,151], or from the decomposition of Mg-ethoxide in the 
presence of the electron donors and TiCl4 (mge/DBP/TiCl4 and mge/-
DE/TiCl4, Fig. 8E-F, where DBP = dibutyl phthalate and DE = 1, 
3-di-ether) [152–154]. The spectra of the pre-catalysts (black in 
Fig. 8) are very different from each other, which means that the elec-
tronic properties of the Ti sites are not the same, even though their 

formal oxidation state and coordination geometry should be, on 
average, the same (i.e., +4 and 6-fold coordinated by chlorine ligands). 
All the spectra are dominated by intense absorption bands in the 25000 – 
45000 cm-1 region, which are assigned to charge transfer transitions 
from the π orbitals centred on the Cl ligands to the 3d orbitals centred on 
the Ti(IV) sites. Under the approximation of an almost octahedral 
symmetry, the Ti(3d) orbitals split in energy, causing the appearance of 
two main sets of bands: bands A, at lower energy, are ascribed to Cl(π)→ 
Ti(3dt2g) transition, while bands B, at higher energy, are due to Cl(π)→Ti 
(3 deg) transition; the difference in energy between the two bands cor-
responds to the crystal field splitting, ΔCF [143]. It was demonstrated 
that the energy position of band A is particularly sensitive to the effec-
tive oxidation state of the Ti(IV) sites: the lower the electron density on 
the Ti, the lower the energy of the Ti(3dt2g) molecular orbitals, the lower 
the position of band A, and the higher the splitting energy ΔCF [143]. 
The details on each sample can be retrieved in the original publications. 
Herein, we focus the attention on the fact that, in very general terms, the 
spectra of the pre-catalysts obtained via chemical routes show band A at 
lower energy with respect to those of the samples obtained by ball 
milling (i.e., a larger ΔCF), which suggests that, on average, the Ti sites 
are characterized by a lower electron density. 

Activation of the precatalysts by Al-alkyl at room temperature causes 
a drastic change in the DR UV-Vis spectra, and the behaviour is similar, 
but not the same, for the 6 samples. In all cases, band A upward shifts, as 
expected for a decrease in the Ti oxidation state. The same behaviour is 
followed by band B, which shifts out of the spectral range measurable 
with accuracy by standard UV-Vis spectrophotometers. The phenome-
non is much more relevant for the ball-milled samples, while for the 

Fig. 8. DR UV-Vis spectra of a series of MgCl2-based ZN catalysts before (black) and after (red) activation by TEAl. Parts A-C refer to pre-catalysts obtained by ball- 
milling the pristine MgCl2 and TiCl4, either in the absence or in the presence of the electron donors. Insets report a magnification of the low frequency region, 
containing the fingerprints of isolated Ti(III) sites. Parts D-F refer to pre-catalysts obtained through chemical activation, starting from tetrahydrofuranate precursors 
of both Mg and Ti, or from decomposition of Mg-ethoxide in the presence of the electron donors and TiCl4. EB = ethylbenzoate; DE = 1,3-diether, DBP = dibutyl 
phthalate. For each sample, the crystal field splitting ΔCF is also reported. Spectra reproduced from Refs. [130,142,143]. 
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chemically activated ones it does not involve all the Ti(IV) sites, which 
suggests that the Ti(IV) sites in the latter samples are less reducible 
[143]. In addition, for the ball-milled samples, a new weak band appear 
at ca. 22000 cm-1 (insets in Fig. 8A-C), which was straightforwardly 
assigned to d-d transitions of newly formed Ti(III) species. The very 
weak intensity of these bands suggests that these Ti(III) sites are isolated 
and retain a 6-fold coordination [24,134,155,156]. In contrast, very 
intense bands are observed in the same region after activation of the 
catalysts obtained through chemical routes (Fig. 8D-F). These bands 
were attributed to inter-site d-d transitions having a partial 
charge-transfer character, involving two vicinal Ti(III) ions connected 
through a μ-Cl bridge [24,34,134,157–160], hence taken as an indica-
tion for the formation of small TiCl3 clusters. The presence of monomeric 
Ti(III) sites also in these samples cannot be excluded, however if present 
their spectroscopic fingerprints would be much weaker and masked by 
those of the TiCl3 clusters. The lower reducibility of the Ti(IV) sites and 
the simultaneous observation of TiCl3 clusters in the chemically acti-
vated catalysts, are two phenomena in apparent contradiction. They 
have been explained by considering that, opposite to the case of 
ball-milled samples, the chemically activated ones contain both micro- 
and mesopores, which are not necessarily all accessible by TEAl. The Ti 
(IV) sites located into inaccessible pores are not reduced by TEAl 
(explaining the lower reducibility of the Ti(IV) sites), while those 
located inside accessible pores are subjected to severe reducing condi-
tions during drying, and partially mobilized to form TiCl3 clusters [143]. 
Ethylene polymerization on the activated catalysts generally does not 
lead to relevant changes in the DR UV-Vis spectra, except for the 
appearance of the vibrational fingerprints of formed PE in the NIR re-
gion and for a small decrease of the overall intensity of the spectra. 
Hence, once more, DR UV-Vis spectroscopy proves a great utility in 
unravelling the electronic properties of the pre-catalysts and of the 
catalysts obtained upon interaction with the Al-alkyl activators, but fails 
in monitoring the changes occurring at the Ti sites during the poly-
merization reaction. 

One of the last spectroscopic method appeared on the scene of ZN 
catalysis is Ti L2,3-edge NEXAFS spectroscopy. A Ti L2,3-edge NEXAFS 
spectrum originates from Ti(2p) → Ti(3d) electronic transitions and act 
as a probe of the density of unoccupied valence states. Hence, it is a 
method very sensitive to the interactions between the metal Ti centre 
and the ligands, potentially able to discriminate between sites having a 
similar geometrical environment but yet different electronic properties, 
and perfectly complementary to UV-Vis spectroscopy [143]. Fig. 9 

illustrates the potentials of the method. Fig. 9A (top) shows the operando 
reactor cell for ambient pressure soft X-rays absorption measurements, 
developed at the APE-HE beamline of the Elettra Sincrotrone Trieste 
facility [161,162]. The cell, sealed with an ultrathin Si3N4 membrane 
transparent to the X-ray beam, can be inserted into the ultra-high vac-
uum chamber necessary to work in the soft X-rays regime. The XAS 
detection is performed in total electron yield (TEY) mode by probing the 
drain current from the sample with a picoammeter. A representative 
picture of the interior of the cell is also shown, with the sample pressed 
in powder form inside a thin indium plate to guarantee an efficient 
electric contact (Fig. 9A, bottom). 

Fig. 9B shows the Ti L2,3-edge NEXAFS spectrum of the bm/EB/TiCl4 
catalyst already discussed above, before and after reaction with the Al- 
alkyl activator. Without entering into many details, the spectrum of the 
pre-catalyst is characterized by two sets of bands, representing the L3- 
edge (at lower energy, excitation of an electron from 2p3/2 orbitals) and 
the L2-edge (at higher energy, excitation of an electron from the 2p1/2 
orbital). Both L3 and L2 edges are further split in two main peaks, due to 
the splitting of the Ti 3d molecular orbitals. In the approximation of an 
octahedral symmetry, the two peaks correspond to electronic transitions 
to the 3dt2g and 3 deg orbitals, respectively. Hence, the energy difference 
between these peaks corresponds to the crystal field splitting ΔCF, which 
is in good agreement with that determined by DR UV-Vis spectroscopy 
[163]. The spectrum of the pre-catalyst (spectrum 1 in Fig. 9B) was well 
reproduced by a simplified model containing a 6-fold-coordinated Ti(IV) 
species on the MgCl2(110) surface (Ti(IV)Cl6 in Fig. 9C and D) [143, 
164]. After reacting with TEAl, the Ti L2,3-edge spectrum drastically 
changes (spectrum 2 in Fig. 9B). In particular, new peaks appear at lower 
energy with respect to those characterizing the spectrum of the 
pre-catalyst, which were interpreted as due to the reduction of a fraction 
of the Ti(IV) into Ti(III) sites (just a fraction, since the preexisting signals 
of Ti(IV) species are still visible, despite less intense). The new features 
are well reproduced by two models with penta-coordinated Ti(III) spe-
cies, either surrounded by five chlorine ligands (Ti(III)Cl5 in Fig. 9C and 
D), or by four chlorine and one alkyl group (Ti(III)Cl4R in Fig. 9C and D), 
the latter species having all the necessary prerequisites to act as 
competent site in ethylene polymerization [143]. 

Finally, ethylene polymerization was carried out by sending ethylene 
pulses on the catalyst and collecting a spectrum after each pulse, 
resulting in the sequence reported in Fig. 9B (from spectrum 3 to 6). No 
new bands are observed in the spectra, as expected, since the electronic 
features of the active Ti(III)Cl4R sites should be very similar to those of 

Fig. 9. Part A: scheme of the operando reactor cell for ambient pressure soft X-rays absorption measurements, developed at the APE-HE beamline of the Elettra 
Sincrotrone Trieste facility (top, from Ref. [161]) and picture of a ZN catalyst inserted into the cell prior the measurement (bottom). Part B: Ti L2,3-edge NEXAFS 
spectrum of a ZN catalyst obtained through ball-milling of pristine MgCl2 with TiCl4 in the presence of ethylbenzoate as electron donor before (spectrum 1) and after 
reaction with TEAl (spectrum 2). The successive spectra (from 3 to 6) have been collected during ethylene polymerization. Part C: Simulated Ti L2,3-edge NEXAFS 
spectra for the simple models reported in Part D. Spectra and pictures reproduced from Ref. [143]. 
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the Ti(III) species carrying the polymer chain. Nevertheless, the total 
intensity of the NEXAFS spectra decreases along with the sequence, 
because the insulating polymer formed at the surface of the catalyst 
particles attenuates the photoelectrons escaping from the absorbing Ti 
atoms. It is evident that the bands associated with the Ti(III) species 
decrease faster than the others. Hence, these bands were assigned to the 
sites involved in the polymerization reaction. 

The same experimental approach was also applied to investigate a 
SiO2-supported ZN catalyst with a much more complex chemical 
formulation [165,166]. Interestingly, in that case, the Ti L2,3-edge 
NEXAFS spectrum of the pre-catalyst after reaction with TEAl was not 
differing too much from that of the pre-catalyst itself, because it was 
dominated by the fingerprints of a preexisting TiCl3 phase. However, 
during ethylene polymerization the spectrum completely changes its 
shape, up to become very similar to that discussed above for activated 
bm/EB/TiCl4 sample, i.e. with the fingerprints of partially alkylated Ti 
(III) species. This behaviour was interpreted taking into account that 
detection by TEY is extremely surface sensitive, hence a fraction of Ti 
(III) sites in the pre-catalyst might escape detection, because not suffi-
ciently exposed at the surface. During the polymerization, the catalyst 
particles undergo fragmentation, allowing them to gradually emerge at 
the surface and thus being detected by TEY-NEXAFS. 

3.2. Al-alkyls as modifying agents for Cr(VI)/SiO2 Phillips catalyst 

As discussed above, the Cr/SiO2 Phillips catalyst does not need to be 
activated by Al-alkyls co-catalysts for developing activity in ethylene 
polymerization. However, metal-alkyls are commonly used in the in-
dustrial practice to tailor the performances of the catalyst and the 
properties of the obtained polymers [30,83,167]. Among the main ef-
fects, treatment of Cr(VI)/SiO2 with small amounts of metal-alkyl 
co-catalyst allows to reduce and alkylate a fraction of the chromium 
sites, thus contributing to shorten the induction time and to increase the 
catalyst activity. Moreover, treatment with metal-alkyls modifies the 
active sites distribution. This in turn affects the properties of the ob-
tained polymer, broadening the molecular weight distribution and 
increasing the degree of short-branching. The latter properties is 
attributed to an in situ branching mechanism, according to which a 
fraction of “modified” chromium sites would oligomerize ethylene to 
α-olefins, which are successively entangled in the polymer chains 
growing at the remaining chromium sites. 

The effects of metal-alkyls on the chromium sites at a molecular level 
has been the object of investigation in recent times [87,167–176]. 
Among the first operando spectroscopic studies in the field we mention 
those by Weckhuysen and co-workers [167,173,174], who systemati-
cally investigated the structure-performance relationship of several Cr 
(VI)/SiO2 catalysts modified by TEAl by means of operando IR and DR 
UV-Vis spectroscopies. Fig. 10A schematically shows the experimental 
set-up adopted for DR UV-Vis measurements, which includes a gas 
manifold for sending different gases, a septum for injecting the 
co-catalyst in the gas flow, a mass spectrometer and a gas sampling bag 
for GC analysis of the gas phase, and finally a quartz reactor containing 
the sample, which is interfaced with the UV-Vis spectrophotometer 
[174]. The experimental set-up adopted for analogous IR measurements 
was the same, except for the reaction cell, that was a commercial 
Praying Mantis interfaced with an IR spectrophotometer [173]. Fig. 10B 
shows the sequence of DR UV-Vis spectra collected during the 
pre-reaction of the Cr(VI)/SiO2 catalyst with TEAl (from spectrum 1 to 
10). The absorption bands associated to monochromate species slightly 
decrease in intensity, and at the same time two bands appear around 
16000 and 10000 cm-1, which were generically assigned to 6-fold co-
ordinated Cr(III) and Cr(II) species. However, the changes in the spectra 
are not substantial, and this suggests that the fraction of chromium sites 
modified by TEAl (i.e. reduced and alkylated) is quite small. Fig. 10C 
shows the spectra collected during the successive ethylene polymeriza-
tion step on the TEAl-modified catalyst. During the reaction (from 

spectrum 10 to 30), the intensity of the bands associated with mono-
chromate species is drastically reduced at the expenses of the bands 
associated to the reduced chromium species. Comparison with an 
analogous experiment performed at the same Cr(VI)/SiO2 catalyst not 
modified by TEAl demonstrates that reduction of Cr(VI) during ethylene 
polymerization is much faster on the TEAl modified catalyst [174]. 

A similar spectral evolution and similar conclusions were reported 
also by us in a successive work, were however we have been able to 
better define the structure of the TEAl-modified chromium sites, by 
complementing the operando approach with the use of molecular probes 
[171,172]. We confirmed that, in the adopted experimental conditions 
(Al:Cr=2:1), only 50% of the Cr(VI) were reduced by TEAl, and we 
identified the reduced species as comprising: 1) 6-fold coordinated Cr 
(III) sites, not involved in the polymerization reaction; 2) Cr(IV) bisal-
kylated sites, which are the active sites in the polymerization of 
ethylene, explaining the faster initiation rate; and 3) two types of 
mono-grafted Cr(II) sites, having a Lewis acid character, which are 
responsible for the in situ branching and for the broadening of the mo-
lecular weight distribution of the obtained polymer. 

4. Evaluating the olefin polymerization kinetics by operando IR 
spectroscopy 

4.1. Comparing the activity of two or more catalysts in the same 
experimental conditions 

As discussed in the previous sections, operando IR spectroscopy has 
the potential to detect the polymer formation in real time, through the 
appearance in the IR spectra of absorption bands diagnostic for CH2 (and 
CH3) vibrations. Monitoring the intensity of these bands as a function of 
time may allow to evaluate the kinetics of ethylene polymerisation, if 
not strictly quantitatively, at least in a comparative way when working 
with similar catalysts and the same experimental set-up. Two types of 
experimental procedures can be found in the literature, where the olefin 
polymerization is performed either in flow conditions or in batch con-
ditions. In the first case, the monomer is continuously furnished in 
excess, and the catalyst surface is saturated by it. For this reason the 
polymerization rate can be considered as independent from the ethylene 
concentration, and dependent only on the concentration of the active 

Fig. 10. Part A: Scheme of the experimental set-up adopted by Weckhuysen 
and co-workers for operando UV-Vis measurements on Cr(VI)/SiO2 during 
modification by Al-alkyls and successive ethylene polymerization. Part B: 
sequence of DR UV-Vis spectra collected during reaction of a Cr(VI)/SiO2 
sample with TEAl at 100 ◦C (from spectrum 1 to 10). Part C: DR UV-Vis spectra 
collected during the successive ethylene polymerization on the TEAl-modified 
Cr(VI)/SiO2 catalyst (from spectrum 10 to 30). Reproduced from Ref. [174]. 
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sites. In the second case, instead, the pressure of the monomer gradually 
decays as long as the polymerization proceeds. This is the most common 
way to evaluate the reaction order, and usually in these cases the con-
centration of the active sites is considered constant throughout the 
whole experiment, so that the reaction rate depends only on the 
monomer concentration. 

None of these two approaches actually corresponds to the real con-
ditions adopted during industrial gas-phase olefin polymerization. In 
both cases, the ethylene concentration is much lower than that found in 
an industrial reactor. Moreover, as anticipated in the introduction, the 
reactors employed during the spectroscopic measurements do not allow 
the removal of the heat generated during the olefin polymerization. 
Hence, over-heating phenomena can take place, and the polymer may 
melt at the surface of the catalyst particles, preventing further diffusion 
of the monomer before the occurrence of particle fragmentation. 
Nevertheless, the polymerization conditions achieved during a spec-
troscopic experiment are usually considered comparable at least to those 
employed during the pre-polymerization step in an industrial reactor. 

In this respect, a few warnings should be taken in mind. First, when 
dealing with catalysts activated by Al-alkyls co-catalysts, the use of 
deuterated ethylene is recommended, to get rid of the intense absorp-
tions in the ν(CHx) and δ(CHx) regions due to both the co-catalyst and 
the solvent. Second, comparison between two or more systems should be 
done at constant catalyst amount. This is not trivial when working with 
thin pellets for IR measurements. For SiO2-supported catalysts, 
normalization to the catalyst amount can be done “spectroscopically”, 
using the absorption bands ascribed to silica as internal reference. 
Otherwise, quantitative measurements would require evaluation of the 
sample weight before the spectroscopic experiment. 

A nice example of the potentials of the method is reported in Fig. 11, 
which shows the results of ethylene polymerization at room temperature 
on a “standard” CO-reduced Cr(II)/SiO2 catalyst and on the same system 
modified with a thermal treatment in N2O, where the Cr(II) sites are 
selectively converted into grafted chromyl (Cr––O) species [177]. The 
two experiments were performed with the same experimental set-up 
shown in Fig. 1A, recording the ethylene pressure, P(C2H4), while 

simultaneously collecting IR absorption spectra at a 1 s time resolution. 
Fig. 11A and A’ show the IR spectra collected on the two catalysts during 
the first 2 min of reaction in the δ(CHx) region: it is immediately evident 
that the modified catalyst is by far more active (i.e., IR bands grow 
faster) than the standard one, and also that the formed PE is the same in 
the two cases (i.e., same IR bands). By plotting the intensity of the IR 
band at about 1470 cm-1 versus time (Fig. 11B), an almost linear 
dependence was found in both cases. The modified catalyst shows a very 
short induction period, which is the time necessary for ethylene to 
reduce the chromyl species. Comparing the slope of the linear parts of 
these curves it is possible to obtain information on the relative rate of 
polymerization, which is approximately twenty times greater in the case 
of the modified catalyst. The same result is obtained by plotting the P 
(C2H4) versus time (Fig. 11C): a linear trend is observed in both cases, 
and the pressure decay is almost twenty times faster on the modified 
catalyst than on the standard one. It is important to notice that the data 
reported in Fig. 11 refer to the first two minutes of reaction. For longer 
polymerization times, kinetics data start to be no more reliable. In fact, 
over heating of the sample causes a partial melt of the polymer around 
the catalyst particles, with consequent diffusion limitations for the 
incoming monomer. 

4.2. An alternative approach: the use of insertion probes to evaluate the 
inherent insertion ability of the active sites 

The method illustrated above allows to evaluate the activity of two or 
more catalysts in a comparative way, but cannot give information 
whether the higher catalytic activity of a certain catalyst is due to a 
larger amount of active sites, or to an inherent greater ability of the same 
number of active sites in chain propagation, or a combination of the two. 
The problem of evaluating the fraction of sites really active in olefin 
polymerization remains one of the greatest challenges in the field. Very 
recently, we have started to develop a new experimental approach that 
can potentially offer an answer to this problem. The strategy is an 
upgraded version of the active sites tagging technique, which has been 
used since the discovery of ZN catalysis for active-sites counting 
[178–186]. It consists in coupling operando IR spectroscopy with the use 
of “insertion probes”, which are small molecules able not only to coor-
dinate to the active sites, but also to insert into the metal-alkyl bond, 
thus mimicking what the monomer does, but without incurring into the 
diffusion limitations eventually imposed by the presence of the polymer. 
In short, the method consists in contacting the catalyst with a certain 
amount of the selected probe. At first, the probe molecule will coordi-
nate to the active sites, showing distinct spectroscopic features 
depending on the electronic and steric properties of the site. Hence, 
monitoring the position and the intensity of the corresponding absorp-
tion bands it may be possible to differentiate several active sites and also 
to quantify them. After coordination, the molecular probe will insert 
into the metal-alkyl bond: monitoring the time evolution of the ab-
sorption bands associated to the inserted probe it is possible to extract 
information on the insertion kinetics [166,187,188]. 

So far, this approach has been validated for two structurally analo-
gous SiO2-supported hafnocene and zirconocene catalysts (SiO2/MAO/ 
Zr and SiO2/MAO/Hf, respectively, where MAO = methyl alumoxane is 
the activator) [188]. Despite the structural similarity of the two metal-
locene precursors, and the same synthetic protocol, SiO2/MAO/Zr was 
found to be 40 times more active than SiO2/MAO/Hf in gas-phase 
ethylene polymerization. The lower activity of the hafnocene-based 
catalysts is well-documented in the literature, and attributed to an 
inherently lower chain propagation rate, which is a consequence of a 
stronger metal-carbon bond [189–194]. However, it was also demon-
strated that in presence of commercial MAO (which unavoidably con-
tains free trimethylaluminum, TMA) rather stable hetero-dinuclear 
compounds are formed with hafnocene complexes, which are not active 
in ethylene polymerization [195,196]. Since the two SiO2/MAO/Zr and 
SiO2/MAO/Hf catalysts represented two extremes in terms of activity, 

Fig. 11. Part A: Operando IR spectra, in the δ(CHx) region, collected during 
ethylene polymerization at room temperature on a “standard” CO-reduced Cr 
(II)/SiO2 catalyst. Part A’: the same as part A for the same catalyst previously 
modified by a thermal treatment in N2O. Part B: intensity of the IR band at 
about 1470 cm-1 (indicative of the polymer growth) versus time. Part C: evo-
lution of the ethylene pressure as a function of time during the same experi-
ments. The relative polymerization rate is obtained by comparing the slope of 
the best linear fits, performed on all the time interval but the first 10 min (grey 
region in parts B and C). Reproduced from Ref. [177]. 
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they were also ideal candidates for testing our approach. Among the 
possible molecular probes, we focused our attention on deuterated 
acetonitrile, which is capable to coordinate to transition metal sites with 
a Lewis acid character and also to insert into transition metal-alkyl 
bonds to give aza-alkenylidene species. Deuterated acetonitrile 
(CD3CN) was used to overcome Fermi resonance effects, which would 
result in splitting of the absorption bands. 

Fig. 12A and B show the sequence of operando IR spectra collected as 
a function of time during interaction of CD3CN with the two catalysts. 
An analogous experiment was performed also on SiO2/MAO as a refer-
ence [188]. The initial spectra of the two catalysts (spectra 1) are very 
similar to each other and are dominated by the vibrational modes of 
silica and by a few, narrow, bands ascribed to MAO and/or products of 
the reaction between MAO and SiO2. As soon as CD3CN is inserted into 
the reaction cell (from spectrum 2 onwards), intense absorption bands 
appear in the 2400 – 2100 cm-1 range, which are due to both phys-
isorbed and chemisorbed CD3CN. Without entering into the details of the 
spectra, we focus the attention on three bands only. Band T (total) at 
2108 cm-1, which is due to the ν(CD3) mode, is insensitive to the 
adsorption sites [197], and it has been used as an internal standard to 
quantify the total amount of CD3CN on each sample. Band C (coordi-
nated), centred at ca. 2320 cm-1, is ascribed to CD3CN chemisorbed to 
the Lewis acid sites (LAS) in the system [171,172], which are both the Al 
cations belonging to MAO/TMA (dominant species), as well as the zir-
conocene/hafnocene cations generated after the reaction of the metal-
locene precursors with MAO. The band rapidly saturates, hence the total 
amount of accessible LAS has been monitored by tracking the intensity 
of the band at 2300 cm-1. Finally, bands I (inserted) at 1684 and 
1690 cm-1 for SiO2/MAO/Zr and SiO2/MAO/Hf, respectively, are 
attributed to the v(C––N) vibrations of the aza-alkenylidene species 
which are formed after the insertion of CD3CN into the Zr-CH3 and 
Hf-CH3 bonds [198–200]. 

A couple of systematic experiments were performed by varying the 
amount of CD3CN in the reaction cell and monitoring the temporal 
evolution of the three aforementioned bands [188]. The behaviour is 
reported in Fig. 12C and D for SiO2/MAO/Zr and SiO2/MAO/Hf, 
respectively. It is evident that, for both catalysts, bands T and C reach 
immediately their maximum intensity, revealing that coordination of 
CD3CN is not limited by diffusion or mass-transfer phenomena. The 
amount of coordinated CD3CN (intensity of band C) depends on the total 
amount of CD3CN in the cell (intensity of band T): the higher T, the 
higher the fraction of the sites able to coordinate CD3CN. Moreover, 
SiO2/MAO/Zr coordinates much more CD3CN than SiO2/MAO/Hf. This 
indicates that the amount of active sites in SiO2/MAO/Hf is lower than 
in SiO2/MAO/Zr, which is a direct consequence of the formation of 
inaccessible hetero-dinuclear compounds between TMA and hafnocene 
complexes. Finally, band I slowly increases with time, which indicates 
that insertion into the metal-alkyl bond is an activated process. For both 
catalysts, the insertion rate (intensity of band I over time) is proportional 
to the amount of coordinated CD3CN (intensity of band C). However, by 
normalizing the intensity of band I to that of band C, it is possible to 
determine the inherent insertion ability of the two catalysts, which is 
almost the double for SiO2/MAO/Zr, in very well agreement with pre-
vious findings in the literature. 

In order to demonstrate that the results obtained in the presence of 
CD3CN are relevant for olefin polymerization reactions, polymerization 
of 1-hexene over SiO2/MAO/Zr and SiO2/MAO/Hf catalysts was also 
followed by means of time-resolved operando IR spectroscopy. The re-
sults are shown in Fig. 13A and B in the most interesting spectral region. 
The band at 1640 cm-1 (M, monomer), ascribed to the v(C––C) vibra-
tional mode of 1-hexene, was used to evaluate the monomer concen-
tration on the sample, while the band at 1378 cm-1 (band P, polymer), 
ascribed to the δ(CH3) vibrational mode, was taken as an indication of 
the amount of growing polymer. The intensity of bands M and P was 

Fig. 12. Part A: operando IR spectra collected on a SiO2/MAO/Zr catalyst before (spectrum 1) and after (from spectrum 2 onward) coordination of CD3CN to the LAS 
sites in the system and its successive insertion into the Zr-CH3 bond. Bands T, C and I refer to the total, coordinated and inserted CD3CN, respectively. The inset A’ 
shows a magnification of band I. Parts B and B’: the same as parts A and A’ for a structurally analogous SiO2/MAO/Hf catalyst. Part C: Evolution of the intensity of 
bands T, C and I over time and ratio between the intensity of bands I and C, for the SiO2/MAO/Zr catalyst. Part D: the same as part C for the SiO2/MAO/Hf catalyst. 
Reproduced from Ref. [188]. 
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followed as a function of time (Fig. 13C). It is evident that the intensity 
of band M is much higher for SiO2/MAO/Zr than for SiO2/MAO/Hf, 
indicating that 1-hexene has more difficulties to penetrate between the 
ion-pairs in SiO2/MAO/Hf catalysts, in perfect agreement with previous 
results obtained in presence of CD3CN. For SiO2/MAO/Zr catalyst the 
decrease in intensity of band M over time is more pronounced then for 
SiO2/MAO/Hf, and consequently band P grows faster, indicating a faster 
polymerization rate. Fig. 13C reports the ratio between bands P and M, 
clearly displaying that the inherent insertion rate of the two catalysts is 
different, being SiO2/MAO/Zr inherently faster than SiO2/MAO/Hf, in 
well agreement with the data obtained with CD3CN. 

The results summarized in Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 demonstrate the high 
potential of operando IR spectroscopy coupled with the use of insertion 
molecular probes in investigating the relative fraction of accessible sites 
and their inherent ability in inserting the monomer into the metal-alkyl 
bond. This approach is still under development. It works well for het-
erogenized metallocene-based catalysts, where the active sites are 
relatively homogeneous. Some preliminary data have been already 
collected also in the field of ZN catalysts, but further validation is still 
needed. 

5. Unravelling synergistic effects by operando IR spectroscopy 

5.1. In situ branching in chromium-based catalysts 

In Section 3.2 we have already introduced the concept of the in situ 
branching, which is a way to obtain Linear Low Density PE (LLDPE) from 
neat ethylene polymerization, without the addition of α-olefins as co- 
monomers in the feed. This process is particularly advantageous with 
respect to the traditional co-polymerization of ethylene and α-olefins, 
because ethylene is much cheaper and more widely available than the 
co-monomers and because the incorporation efficiency of the α-olefins 
in the growing polymer is much higher when they are produced in situ 
instead of being added externally [30,60]. The in situ branching 

mechanism typically occurs on the Phillips catalyst when it is oppor-
tunely modified with some activators, as already discussed in Section 
3.2: in these cases, α-olefins are produced through ethylene oligomeri-
zation by a fraction of chromium sites modified by the co-catalyst 
(hereafter labelled as Croligom), and successively entangled into the 
polymer chains growing on the remaining, unmodified, sites (hereafter 
labelled as Crpolym). In the last decades, quite a lot of efforts has been 
devoted to elucidate the molecular structure of the chromium sites 
modified by several co-catalysts, by means of a multi-technique 
approach comprising several spectroscopic methods, as well as the 
analysis of the obtained polymer [87,167–176,201,202]. While IR 
spectroscopy is rarely informative on the structure of the modified sites, 
operando IR spectroscopic experiments are extremely useful to unravel 
the occurrence of in situ branching, and the cooperation between 
different types of active sites. 

Among all the possible co-catalysts, hydrosilanes remain the most 
effective ones for inducing in situ branching on the Phillips catalyst.  
Fig. 14 shows the time-resolved IR spectra collected during the first 
8 min of ethylene polymerization on a “standard” CO-reduced Cr(II)/ 
SiO2 catalyst (parts A-D), and on the same catalyst after modification 
with SiH4 (parts E-H) [202]. The spectra are shown after subtracting that 
collected before the entrance of ethylene in the reactor and normalized 
to the optical thickness of the pellet. By comparing the two sequences of 
spectra, it is immediately evident that ethylene polymerization is much 
faster on the SiH4-modified catalyst (i.e., the IR absorption bands asso-
ciated with the polymer grow much faster), but also that the obtained 
polymer is different in the two cases (i.e., the number and position of the 
bands is different). While on the standard catalyst the IR spectra are 
characterized by the usual bands ascribed to the CH2 vibrational modes 
of long and linear PE chains (v(CH2) at 2920 and 2850 cm-1, δ(CH2) at 
1472 cm-1, Fig. 14B and D), on the SiH4-modified catalyst additional 
bands assigned to CH3 groups are also clearly observed in both the 
stretching and bending regions (v(CH3) at 2970 and 2880 cm-1, δ(CH3) 
at 1380 cm-1, Fig. 14F and H). Fig. 14 shows also the spectral behaviour 
in the v(OH) (parts A and E) and v(C––C) regions (parts C and G). During 
ethylene polymerization on the standard catalyst, a new v(OH) band 
gradually grows at 3695 cm-1, at the expenses of the band ascribed to 
isolated silanols (3747 cm-1): this behaviour indicates that a fraction of 
surface silanol groups interact with the polyethylene chains via 
H-bonding. No bands are observed in the spectral region where v(C––C) 
modes should contribute (part C). On the SiH4-modified catalyst, 
instead, two additional bands are observed at about 1638 cm-1 and at 
3570 cm-1. These bands are ascribed to the v(C––C) vibrational mode of 
1-hexene and to surface OH groups H-bonded to 1-hexene, respectively. 
The weak intensity of these bands is attributed to the very fast incor-
poration of the 1-hexene formed at the Croligom sites into the polymer 
chains growing at the Crpolym sites. 

Another interesting case study is constituted by the organo- 
chromium Cr[CH(SiMe3)2]3/SiO2 catalyst, prepared by grafting the Cr 
[CH(SiMe3)2]3 precursor onto a highly dehydroxylated silica, which is 
highly effective in ethylene polymerization even at room temperature 
and without any pre-activation treatment [204,205]. It has been 
demonstrated that this catalyst contains two types of Cr(III) sites, which 
either oligomerize ethylene affording α-olefins (Croligom) or homo- and 
copolymerize it to give a branched PE (Crpolym). These two types of sites 
cooperate in tandem, as already demonstrated for the silane-modified 
Phillips catalyst. Moreover, the relative amounts of the two types of 
sites are a function of both the chromium loading and the silica acti-
vation treatment. In particular, by keeping constant the calcination 
temperature, an increase in the chromium loading leads to an overall 
decrease in the activity per chromium site, and also to a drastic decrease 
in the polymer density. For catalysts on SiO2 preactivated at 600 ◦C, a 
slight increase of the chromium content from 0.1 to 0.4 wt% causes a 
decrease of the polymer density from 0.9590 to 0.9065 g/cm3, which 
indicates that the relative amount of the Croligom sites with respect to the 
Crpolym ones increases with the chromium loading [204,205]. This is 

Fig. 13. Part A: operando IR spectra collected on a SiO2/MAO/Zr catalyst 
before (spectrum 1) and after (from spectrum 2 onward) homo-polymerization 
of 1-hexene. Bands M and P refer to coordinated monomer and growing poly-
mer, respectively. Part B: the same as part A for a structurally analogous SiO2/ 
MAO/Hf catalyst. Part C: Evolution of the intensity of bands M and P, and their 
ratio, for both catalysts. Unpublished data. 
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very well evident in Fig. 15, which compares the operando IR spectra 
collected during ethylene polymerization at room temperature on two 
Cr[CH(SiMe3)2]3/SiO2 catalysts, with a chromium loading of 0.2 wt% 
(part A) and 0.5 wt% (part B), respectively. All the spectroscopic man-
ifestations associated to the formation of α-olefins discussed above are 
well evident in both sequences of spectra, but especially for the 0.5 wt% 
loaded catalyst. Opposite to the previous case, where α-olefins were 
scarcely visible, here they dominate the IR spectra. This indicates that, 
under the adopted experimental conditions, the rate of α-olefin pro-
duction is much higher than the rate of their enchainment in the growing 

PE. 

5.2. Catalytic synergy between Ti(III) and Al(III) sites on a chlorinated 
Al2O3 

A final example of synergy between two different catalytic sites is 
offered by a bifunctional heterogeneous catalyst obtained by treating a 
transitional alumina with TiCl4 followed by H2 reduction [206,207]. We 
demonstrated that this catalyst exposes both Ti(III) and Al(III) Lewis 
acid sides in close proximity on a highly chlorinated surface, which 
cooperate to give a branched polyethylene. The structure of the catalyst 
at a molecular level was deeply investigated by combining several 
spectroscopic methods. Herein, we report the results obtained by means 
of operando IR spectroscopy, which demonstrates the specific function of 
each catalytic site. 

Fig. 16 shows the sequence of IR spectra collected during the reaction 
of ethylene on an alumina chlorinated through a treatment in CCl4 at 
400 ◦C, and an analogous experiment performed on the bifunctional 
TiCl4/Al2O3 catalyst. In the first case, a complex series of absorption 
bands is observed in the 3000–2800 cm-1 (Fig. 16A) and 1600–1300 cm- 

1 (Fig. 16A’) regions of the spectra, which are attributed to short and 
branched oligomers, along with allylic cationic species (band at 
1535 cm-1). This indicates the occurrence of an acid-catalysed oligo-
merization of ethylene, leading to the formation of branched cationic 
oligomers, likely stabilized by the presence of chloride ions at the 
catalyst surface. The reaction stops after approximately 30 min. During 
the first 15 min of reaction on the bifunctional TiCl4/Al2O3 catalyst 
(Fig. 16B-B’), instead, the IR spectra are very similar to those discussed 
above, which means that during this time the acid-catalysed formation 
of branched oligomers prevails. Later on, the spectra evolve differently, 
with the absorption bands ascribed to vibration of CH2 groups growing 
faster than those ascribed to vibration of CH3 groups, which indicates 
the occurrence of ethylene polymerization through a coordination/ 
insertion mechanism at the Ti sites, autonomously continuing for almost 
one hour (up to the complete consumption of the batch of ethylene). 

According to the whole set of spectroscopic data collected on the 
system, we were able to elucidate that the oligomers produced through a 
carbocationic mechanism at the exposed Al(III) sites are able to activate 

Fig. 14. Operando IR spectra collected during ethylene polymerization at room temperature on a standard CO-reduced Cr(II)/SiO2 catalyst (Parta A-D) and on the 
same system after modification with SiH4 at room temperature (parts E-H). The spectra are reported after subtraction of that collected prior the entrance of ethylene 
in the reaction cell, in the v(OH) region (parts A and E), in the v(CHx) region (parts B and F), in the v(C––C) region (parts C and G) and in the δ(CHx) region (Parts D 
and H). In both cases, the last spectrum is collected after 8 min of reaction. All the spectra are normalized to the optical thickness of the pellets. Reproduced 
from Ref. [202]. 

Fig. 15. Operando IR spectra collected during ethylene polymerization at room 
temperature on two Cr[CH(SiMe3)2]3/SiO2 catalysts differing in the chromium 
loading (0.2 and 0.5 wt%, parts A and B, respectively). In both cases, spectrum 
1 was collected before ethene interaction, while the final spectrum was 
collected after about 20 min of reaction. All the intermediate spectra were 
collected every 5 s. Reproduced from Ref. [203]. 
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the surface Ti(III) sites through the double function of dichlorination 
and alkylation, besides being then incorporated as comonomers in the 
growing PE chains. 

6. Conclusions and perspectives 

In this review we have summarized the main results achieved in the 
field of operando spectroscopy applied to different families of hetero-
geneous catalysts for olefin polymerization. Although the conditions 
necessary for olefin polymerization are relatively mild (low temperature 
and low pressure) with respect to many other catalytic processes of in-
dustrial interest, application of operando spectroscopies to these cata-
lysts has occurred to a lower extent so far. At the beginning, this was 
mainly due to the difficulties in the manipulation of Al-alkyls by spec-
troscopists, which explains why for some decades operando spectros-
copies were almost exclusively applied to the investigation of the 
Phillips catalyst, the only one which does not require any metal-alkyl co- 
catalyst to develop activity in the polymerization of ethylene. In the 
following decades, the ability to manipulate with confidence Al-alkyls 
also in the laboratories dedicated to spectroscopy, opened the way to 
the investigation of other families of heterogeneous catalysts, in 
particular the Ziegler-Natta ones, and more recently also supported 
metallocene catalysts. Still, the number of research groups actively 
working in this field is quite limited when compared to other field of 
catalysis, which mirrors the scarce (even though largely unmotivated) 
appeal of olefin polymerization catalysis. 

This probably explains also why the use of the term operando refer-
ring to spectroscopy applied to olefin polymerization catalysts is often 
criticized, even when the measurements are conducted in the presence 
of the monomer, i.e. on the working catalyst. This is essentially a se-
mantic problem: for most of the researchers used to work in heteroge-
neous catalysis but not in the field of olefin polymerization, the reactants 
are in the gas phase and the products are gas or liquids. Hence, the 
catalyst activity and/or selectivity are determined by measuring the 
stream out of the reactor cell. In olefin polymerization, instead, the 

product is a solid polymer, the activity is evaluated in terms of amount of 
polymer produced and the concept of selectivity refers to properties of 
the polymer, such as molecular weight distribution, crystallinity and 
branches degree for PE, or stereoregularity for PP. However, this does 
not mean that it is not possible to perform operando experiments on this 
kind of catalysts. Luckily, the spectroscopic fingerprints of the polymer 
product are often well distinguishable from those of the catalyst, so that 
during a spectroscopic measurement in the presence of the monomer it is 
possible to monitor simultaneously the properties of the catalyst and 
those of the growing polymer. This perfectly fits with the definition of 
the operando approach. 

As in many other fields of catalysis, one of the main driving forces for 
the application of operando spectroscopies to olefin polymerisation 
catalysts is the elucidation of the molecular structure of active sites, as 
well as the ability to differentiate similar but not equal sites, eventually 
correlating the structure with the catalytic performances. In this respect, 
the main lesson that can be extracted from the examples reported in this 
review is that a unique spectroscopic method usually is not sufficient to 
disclose the molecular structure of the active sites in these complex 
catalytic systems. However, relevant results can be obtained by syner-
gistically coupling two or more spectroscopic methods. As far as the 
differentiation of the active sites is concerned, in this case it is not 
possible to resort to sophisticated approaches such as modulation- 
excitation (ME) experiments. In fact, an olefin polymerization catalyst 
cannot be perturbed periodically, which is at the basis of the ME spec-
troscopy theory. When the reaction starts, the product of the reaction (i. 
e., the solid polymer) remains on the catalyst, or better, it encapsulates 
the catalyst particles, making this strategy inapplicable. However, what 
can be considered a disadvantage can also be transformed into an 
advantage. Indeed, in the first instants of the reaction, the only sites that 
are modified, or even masked by the growing polymer, are the active 
ones. Therefore, working in difference it is possible to understand which 
are the spectroscopic fingerprints associated with the active sites, or at 
least with the first sites that start the reaction. Notable results have been 
obtained with this approach applied to DR UV-Vis spectroscopy and, 
more recently, also with X-ray absorption spectroscopy. 

Interesting results have also been obtained by applying operando IR 
spectroscopy to trace the polymerization kinetics of similar catalysts 
tested under similar experimental conditions. It is sufficient to monitor 
the intensity of the absorption bands associated with the polymer as a 
function of time to determine the order of the reaction and the kinetic 
constant. However, the number of active sites is usually not known, so 
determining the turnover frequency is not trivial, as well as comparing 
the activity of different catalysts should be done with caution. In this 
sense, it might be useful to apply the innovative approach based on the 
use of insertion probes coupled to operando IR spectroscopy. This 
approach, successfully tested so far on some catalysts based on sup-
ported metallocenes, permits the quantification of the number of sites 
capable of coordinating the probe (monomer), as well as to determine 
the insertion kinetics, without running into diffusion problems associ-
ated with the presence of the polymer. By normalizing the overall 
insertion kinetics to the fraction of sites capable of coordinating the 
probe (monomer), it is possible to evaluate the intrinsic tendency of the 
active sites to insert the probe (monomer). The potentials of this 
approach are still under exploited. Finally, operando IR spectroscopy has 
also proved to be particularly useful for identifying synergistic phe-
nomena between different sites in the same catalyst. The use of tandem 
catalysts (i.e., containing at least two types of active sites, which 
perform different functions) is a particularly interesting chapter in the 
field of polyolefins, because it allows to modulate the properties of the 
polymer. In the review, some examples of tandem catalysts were re-
ported, displaying that it is possible, starting from a feed of only 
ethylene, to produce a low density PE similar to that obtained in the 
presence of α-olefins as comonomers. 

The examples reported in this review demonstrate the enormous 
potential of operando spectroscopies in the field of olefin polymerization 

Fig. 16. Operando IR spectra, in the v(CHx) and δ(CHx) spectral regions, 
collected during oligo/polymerization of ethylene on an alumina chlorinated 
through a treatment in CCl4 at 400 ◦C (parts A and A’), and an analogous 
experiment performed on the bifunctional TiCl4/Al2O3 catalyst (parts B and B’). 
The whole sequence of spectra was collected in 60 min. The spectra are re-
ported after subtraction of that collected prior ethylene dosage. Note that the 
absorbance scale is ten times larger in parts B and B’. Reproduced 
from Ref. [207]. 
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catalysis. It is important to continue to contribute in this area, ideally 
with the support of the companies involved, so as to progress and 
stimulate the development of new experimental set-ups, approaches, 
and solutions. 
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